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USE OF FLUORINE IN DRINKING

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, January 21, 1954

Rev. Fr. Goudreau

WATER DISCUSSED AT PTA MEETING Will Address
The Junior-Senior High School
PTA. heard speakers on a sub
ject of vital interest to the Rock
land - Rockport - Camden area at
the January meeting held in the
High School auditorium Monday
night.
Dr. Robert Chisholm discussed
the history and statistics ob
tained over a period of years and
discribed fluorine as the first step
in the prevention of tooth decay.
He called fluorine a corrective and
supportive treatment but not a
cure-all. It should be used in con
junction with daily care of teeth
and proper diet. He stated that the
use of fluorine in the proportion
of one part per million would reduce
caries In childrens teeth 65 H
Mr. Barnard
of the High
School
faculty
gave information
relating
to

$5 00 per year
82.50 six months
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Brother Installs Brother In Rockland Lodge

Continue Grade

Ranking Study
The PTA Council intends to fol
low up the recent panel discussion
on the grade school ranking system
in use in the city, according to
Oouncil President Sebastian Groder.
A committee, headed by Joseph
Coakley and Mrs. Kennedy Crane,
Jr., will further study the system,
i They will also be available to PTA
groups throughout the city for dis
cussions at meetings.
Groder pointed out that the pan
el, and the study which is to con
tinue. is to better acquaint parents
with the system now in use. and
possibly find ways in which it
could be improved.

Cities now using fluorine include St. Bernard’s Parish, newly apWashington, D. C. Clev’and. Miami, pointed State Moderator of the
providence, san Francisco, and 833 MJJXJ.C.W., will be the morning
communities
speaker. His subject will be "Our
a questlon period.
Mother and The Role of
'phe^p
were much annreci- Catholic Women in the Council.”
^asneakers
Tare toTcoZrenTd
tor Luncheon will be held a, the De-

A Bit of Background
Of Rockland's Rev.

the cost of fluorine in the community. He said the W liter Company
estimates the cost of fluorine in this
area at *4,000 per year or about
25 cents per person. This figure
would include Camden and Rock
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and MOP SET
WITH THE PURCHASE OF A BRAND NEW
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WITH FAMOUS POWER FLUSH-RINSE
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Officers and installing officer at the installation ceremonies of
Rockland Lodge of Masons Tuesdav evening at Masonic Temple.
The ceremony had an unexpected guest in the person of Grand
Master of the Grand Lodge of Maine. Benjamin Ela. of North Anson.
In the installation, .lames Pease, former district deputy of the
Grand Lodge, installed his brother, P. Willard Pease, as master of
the lodge.
Left to right in front are: Rocco Ferrara, marshal: James Roach,
senior warden: P. Willard Pease, master: Jamea Pease, installing

officer; Walter <1. biinick, Jr., junior warden and Howard P. Crockett,
grard marshal of the installing staff. Center row. Jesse E. Bradstreet. treasurer; William E. Koster, secretary: Philip H. Newbert,
chaplain; Robert E. Minot, junior steward; Willis B. Kinney, senior
deaeon. Back row. Wesley H. Knight, senior steward: Lino E. Hill,
junior deacon: Sidney N. Radcliffe, Jr., tiler and Charles M. Foote,
grand chaplain. Stafford M. Congdon was organist and George X.
Bernier, soloist.
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Mason Johnson Orient Lodge Master

Troop 202, Boy
Scouts, Re-registers
And Prepares For
Rally of Feb. 6
Troop 202 re-registered for its

lieving in preparedness, did some
soliciting on the spot. Mrs. Jen prepared to do her part in enter
nie Pietroski accepted the appoint taining.
The charter was draped in mmement as program chairman and
requested each member to come ory of Mrs. Frances Bickmore, with
Marguerite Grindle acting as
chaplain and Mrs. Lina Carroll
We SELL, SERVICE AND
guide. Mrs. Bickmore was a char
ter member of Ruth Mayhew Tent.
RECOMMEND
Mrs. Carrie House heads a com
mittee to draw up resolutions. Tlte

Automatic Washers
I

Dryers

Ironers

Department proceedings of '53
have been received and are avail
able to all members who care to
read them.

On the bitter cold of Monday,
Mrs. Emery St. Clair of Owl’s Head
had a letter from her son Warner
who is on an Esso Standard Oil
tanker from Texas, stating that
when his ship came in to the dock
RUMMAGE SALE
who did he see but his brother Em
Saturday, Jan. 23-9 A. M. ery. Jr., who also is on a different
Esso tanker. This was the second
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
time they had met tn any port for
Benefit RHS Band Fniform Fund one and one-half years. The ternperature was 68 degrees.

Gas Ranges

Don't wait! You'll never tee a value
better than this! F.asy's twin tubs work
together to do a week * wash in less than
1 hour. One tub washes up to 0 pounds
ol clothes cleaner while the other Power
Hush-rinses another load — then spins
it 25% drier than a wringer! Saves wear
and teal on clothes. It's America* bes'
washet buv.

off*

„

KELVINATOR
Refrigerators

UMIf*’ ”

—

Freezers

Ranges

$14.95 down — $625 monthly

Water Heaters

MAGIC CHEF

Chas. E. Stackpole

OMPANV

FOR OVER klO YEARS
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APPLIANCES

DEPENDABLE

Combination Ranges

APPLIANCE S n

THOMASTON - TEL. 194-3

148-Th-tf

A PUBLIC MEETING
OF

Vital, Personal Interest
TO EVERY MAN AND WOMAN

OF ROCKLAND
May Well Be Life or Death

If Trouble Comes

TAILOR SHOP

Fri., Jan. 22 at 8 P. M.

Alterations - Repairs - Pressing

ROCKLAND HIGH AUDITORIUM

If Your Suit Has Lost Its Trim Fit—Due to Your Loss or
Gain in Weight—Don't Despair! Let Us Alter It—
Restoring Good Fit and Longer Wearable Service.

ON

Sinks ond Cabinets

MAINE

From a friend of this newspaper
in another city comes a pleasant,
bit of background history concern
ing that highly popular young
Rockland priest. Rev. Fr George W
Goudreau, recently named District
Moderator of the Council of Cath
olic Women. Father Goudreau has
achieved a high place in the re
spect and affection of Rockland
citizens, not alone in his own
Church, but with those of all faiths.
* * * *
Rev. George W Goudreau was
bom and educated in Rumford
Schools, prior to his entrance at
Assumption College in Worcester.
Mass.
He studied Theology at St. Au
gustine Seminary, Toronto, and was
ordained to the Holy Priesthood on
May 22, 1948 by His Excellency
Bishop Daniel Feeney, Co-Adjutor
Bishop of Portland. He was appoin
ted as Assistant priest at St Ber
nard's Parish, in September 1948
and has served in the capacity of
administrator since 1950.
He was district moderator of the
Rockland Council of Catholic Wom
en and w'as appointed this month
by Bishop Feeney to serve as State
Moderator of the M. D. C. C. W., to
replace Father Gerard Dugal who
has recently been appointed pastor
of St. Louis Church in Limestone.
Father Goudreau will be the speaker at the Quarterly meeting of the
M. D. C. C. W. to be held in Lewiston Jan. 28 and has chosen as his
subject "The Role of Women in the
Council."

28th consecutive year with the fol
lowing officers and leaders; Troop
committee, Leland Trask, chair
man; Robert C. Gregory, institu
tional representative; Rev. Merle
Conant. Melvin Carpenter. Robert
Murray, Carroll Merrill and Willis
Kinney, explorer advisors.
Troop offioers elected were:
Junior ass’stant scoutmaster. Wen
dell Blanchard, Lee Dyer and
Franklin Merrill; Sr patrol lead
ers. David Dean, Willis Kinney,
Joseph Nye; Cobra patrol leader.
Darold Poulin, assistant, Bert
Wifham; Fox patrol leader. Wayne
Lindsey, assistant, Richard DeMa'®; Wolf patrol leader. Ronald
Murray, assistant Richard Ames;
Panther patrol leader. John Kos
ter, assistant, Ronald Smith; troop
Folks who have plans for tomorInstallation ceremonies of Orient Lodge were he d Tuesday evening at the Masonic Temple in T'homas- scribe. James Sidelinger and troop
. row shouldn’t insist on passing cars
| tan. Mason Johnson, second from the left, was installed as worshipful master by Installing Officer F.arl quartermaster, Arnold Brewer.
i Porter of Rockland, second from the right. At the far right is Senior Warden Everett Noble, with Junior
Plans were made to participate ■on h’hs and curves today.
Warden Victor Hills at the far left. Other officers installed were: Secretarv Aaron Clark, Treasurer Edgar
-------------- -—
Libbv, Senior Deacon Robert Emery, Junior Deacon Kenneth Feyler, Chaplain Charles Woodcock, Marshal in the coming rally to be held m
l George Harlow, who was also the outgoing master; Senior Steward Walter Ellis, Junior Steward Norman Waldoboro on Feb. 6 and teams! FAVORITE POEM
Connon and Tiler Charles Knights.
Photo by Jura were chosen to enter the various
If I had my life to live again, I
events. By vote of the leaders’ would have made a rule to read
s*aff, Senior Patrol Leader David some poetry and listen to some
Ruth Mayhew Tent FRED C. SCRIBNER, PRIME
music at least once a week Tha
Dean was elected to be the leader 'oss of these tastes is a loss of
ln charge of events, assisted by happiness —Charles Darwin
Will Install Officers KNOX COUNTY FAVORITE, TO
Franklin Merrill and) others.
SNOW EVERYWHERE
Scoutmaster Walter Boynton, as
On February 1
SPEAK AT SNOW BOWL
The snow came softly falling
sistant Scoutmaster Robert H
Turning the ground to white;
Fred C. Scribner. Portland, Gen- lege and Harvard Law School. He Plummer, and six patrol leaders rf
Ruth Mayhew Tent, D.U.V. met
How snug and warm we feel
Monday night at G.A.R. Hall, with “ral Counsel for the Republican Na- is a member of the firm of Hutch- Troop 141 Waldoboro visited with
Even oil this stormy night.
When the ground gets white
3r. V. President Mrs. Catherine tional Oommi’tee and a highly pop- inson Pierce. Atwood & Scribner, Troop 202 Monday night.
And It’s drifted all around;
The next two meetings of 202 We never feel uneasy
Libby presiding over an interest ■liar man in Kr.ox County, will be A former state chairman of the
‘
.he
principal
speaker
at
a
Lincoln
Young
Republicans,
he
has
served
will be devoted to preparation for
ing session Mrs. Lina Carroll.
Though we are snowbound.
Past Tent and Pgst Department dinner for all Republicans, spon- on the Republican State Commit- the coming Rally, and all members The snowflakes have a pattern
As they fall on everything;
President of the D.U V.. wlD in sored by the Young GOP of Knox tee and now represents Maine on are urged to be present. Parents Oh.
how pretty is the winter
stall the officers, elective and ap County at the Camden Snow Bowl the Republican National Commit- are welcome to attend this rally,
But how welcome is the spring.
tee.
as an observation of Boy Scout
Washington. Maine.
pointive, In private services on on Feb. 10.
Scribner was born In Bath and Charles Lowe and Thomas Ayl- week
Marguerite Creamer
Feb. 1.
Mrs. Lizzie French as chosen as educated in the public schools of ward of Camden are heading the
chairman of refreshments and be Portland and at Dartmouth Col- committees in charge of the event.
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P.T.A. Council To

its use. Some foods which we use Lewiston Group
contain fluorine Including tea. sar-j
The quarterly meeting of The
dines, mackerel and liver.
Many national groups sponger the Maine Diocesan Oouncil of Catho
use of fluorine in drinking water lic Women, will be held in Lewis
and consider its use a progressive ton, Jan. 28. The directors’ meetmeans of health protection for gen- .
... . , . . . ..
_.
1
,
*
mg will be he.d in the Blue Chapel
erations to come. They include:
American Dental Asso iation. Am-'of St Peter and Sl Paul's Church
erican Medical Association. Amer- on Bartlett street, at 9.30. The
ican Public Health Association. Na- general meeting, open to all Cathtional Research Council. U. 8. Pub- j olic Women, will be held at St.
lie Health Service. National Coun- Peter and st Paul-S Church ,n
cil of P T. A., National American
„
.
...
,
„
the Council Room.
Legion. National Chamber of Com- i
merce
I Rev. Fr. George W. Goudreau of

thejr interpst in the welfare of the wiu Hotel. Rev. Luke Chabot,
general public and for their honesty Superior of the Franciscan Monasin presentlng a ciear picture of this ter>' of Biddeford, will be th»
guest speaker, his topic, “The
interesting subject.
Important Part Played By Women
in Developing Marian Devotion in
Clubs In Camden
the Church."
port.
Dr. Edward Morse gave an in-1
Reservations should be made with
Mrs. Frank Bcgert, 57 Lowell
structive talk on the medical as Co-operating In
pects of the use of fluorine. He Polio Dance Jan. 30 street. Lewiston, before Jan. 26
Benediction of the Blessed Sac
presented information on publicity(
for and against its use He said
All civic and social clubs in Cam- rament at St. Joseph's Church,
5,000 articles had been printed in den are co-operating in the plan- followed by tea and a social hour
its favor, and many against it. Fac- ning of the dance to be held Jan. at St. Joseph's Hall.
tors against its use are expense. 30 at the Camden High school gymindustrial interests and adverse nasium here for the benefit of the clubs tor the dance include, Mrs !
Orion Wadsworth, Mrs. Leonard
publicity without basic facts. He 1954 March of Dimes campaign
stated that nothing has been found
Mrs. Morton Quantrell, dance MILska. Friends in Council; Mrs.
to prove fluorine as a causative to chairman, said the affair will start Hugh Montgomery. Monday Club;
any disease, and remarked on the at 8 o'clock in the evening and that Mrs. Henry Jackson. Mrs Prank
fact that tooth decay was much less music wil be provided for all ages Sawyer. Junior Woman's Club;
prevalent in states where water has and desires with the orchestra of Mrs Jocelyn Christie. Mrs. Russell
a natural supply of fluorine.
Stan Walsh of Rockland as well as Hall. Good Cheer; William White,
He stated an instance of two square dance, music bv Everett Earl Mercer. Camden Teachers
city’s experimental use of fluorine, Grieve and his orchestra Mrs. I au- Club; Mrs. Christie and Mrs Malisone using it, and one not tor a ra Monroe of Lincolnville will call ka. Parent-Teachers Association,
period of over seven years, with re- tor the square dances.
Other clubs arc co-operting in the
sultant proof of the advantage in
Chairman from various Camden sale of tickets.
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AIR DEFENSE PROGRAM

PUBLIC URGED TO ATTEND
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VINALHAVEN

IT WAS WAR TO THE TEETH AT

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

THE CASCADE ALLEYS AS THE

Editor and Publisher. JOHN RICHARDSON

MRS. EMMA WINSLOW

VINALHAVEN BOWLERS BATTLED

Correeixmdent

May Throw Him To The Lions
not teport fcr practice next time
It was a terrible night out of the Gande-s are scheduled to bowl
doors last Monday night as the his contract will be cancelled and
he wall be sold to the minors or
worst storm in five' years raged
thrown to the Lions.
up and down the Atlantic Cuas’,
Score Ganders vs. Ducks:
but all was comfy cozy in the Cas
Ganders: Sutliffe 268. Drew 263.
cade Bowing Alleys except for the Olsor. for Peacock 261, Rae 266,
battle of the bowlers that rages Goose 283. total 1341.
Ducks: Grimes 234. Tibbitts 275.
there every Monday and Wednejday night. This time it was the Nelson 285. Smith 255. Poole 285.
Ganders and Ducks locked in a total 1334.
terrific s’niggle to see who would
The Worms Go Underground
lead
the Vinalhaven Bowling
The Pirates overwhelmed the
League.
lowly Worms on Wednesday eve
Tne two ’earns were tied for fir-’ ning. taking all five points from
position as tne match started and a weary and wan aggregation of
the closeness cf the battle may be dejected bowlers and pushing
reakzed when the score showee thomselves up within striking dis
that the Ganders had taken three tance of t.he leaders.
points while the Ducks were capJoe Nelson, subbing again for
;uring two. The Ganders got the Peteison. was the big wind that
jump on the Quackers and won the blew chill on the sluggish Worms,
firs string by 12 pins, which, al his 110 for single and 300 for to
though not much of a margin was tal be.r.g the best of the evening.
-til! large enough to win the match Joe lias been a much better bowl
for the Gander boys, for while the er ao a substitute than he lias
Ducks took the second string by been as a regular on his own teem,
four pin3 and the last one by a and Cant. "Dick" Poole is hoping
single pin. four and one only make he will produce some of his old
five and not 12
black magic for him when the
Captain Don Poole came through Ducks again meet the Ganders.
with two spares in his last two "Sparky" Adams the Sparkles*
frames to snatch a win from lh“ Wonder, lost his spark somewhere
(landers in the second string, but along the line and took a 23 pin
it was really Kim Smith who beating from Ted MacDonald, who
handed the game to the Ganders has shown s° much improvement
when he stubbed his toe on a strike ol late that some of the other
and then made only one pin on it team Captains are looking at him
with four 1" the box for a total of with wishful eyes, and thinking
15 for the two.
how much better he would be for a
Joe Nelson and Poole carried the lead off man than their own. Cap.
attack for the Ducks with 285 Wymie soys he is going to send
apiece for total, but the Old Goose Sparky to the garage for a re
was rjght on their heels with 283 charge. and he ought to come back
and his 108 was best single.
good and hot.
"The Man" Peacock was ma
Score Pirates vs. Worms:
rooned in' Rockland for the third
Pirates: MacDonald 243, Olson
straight Monday by a storm, and 266. Nelson for PeteTson 300, San
Olson had to sub for him, turning born, 274, Shields 276, total 13S9.
Surprise Shower Party
in a creditable performance, but
Worms: Adams 220. Bickford 246.
Mrs. Doris Skoog was honor with no 141 strings attached. Capt. Johncson 251. Loveless 246. Wwmie
guest Thursday night at a surprise Goose says that if Peacock does 230. totai 1243.
shower party given by Mrs. Erdine
Chilies and Mrs Priscilla Rosen at
the home of Mis. Marjorie Chilies. REVIEW OF THE YEAR 1953
Thirty-five friends and relatives
The Courier-Gazette presents items from its files of the
were present, and a very happy eve
past
year, items which made the major news of the 157 editions
ning was enjoyed. Miss Skoog was
the recipient of a great many beau published during the year.
tiful and useful gifts. A beautiful
The months appear in bold type in the center of the column.
white bell with decorations of pink The dates, also in bold type, appear at the left of the column
roses was suspended over the table and indicate the date of the issue of the paper, and not neces
where the gifts were heaped. Re
sarily the date of the event reported. Items appearing below
freshments of sandwiches, cakes,
cookies and a beautifully decorated dates, and before the next date appears, are those carried in
cake made by Mrs. Vera Johnson the issue of the dote above.
were served. Hearty best wishes of
November
office were President Harold Look
the guests were extended to Miss
3 Knox Superior Court opened and Vice President Sidney Cullen.
Skoog whose marriage to Harold with a record 69 divorce cases and New in the staff of officials were
Chilies will take place in the near 39 criminal cases cn the docket.
vice presidents Guy Nicholas, E. Al
future.
Frank McDonnell of Rockport re len Gordon and Eugene Ureneff,
A March of Dimes Bail will be
held at Memorial Hall Saturday
night. January 30 There will be re
freshments and entertainment.
Mr and Mrs. Prank Thompson
have moved here from Matinlcus
and are occupying the home re
cently purchased by them from Mr
and Mrs George Lawry
Miss Marjorie Stone went Tues !
day for a visit of several weeks with '
relatives at Newtcnville. Mass.
j
Kenneth Holbro k has returned
home after passing the weekend at
Bowdoin College
Mr. and Mrs. A A. Peteison have
returned from Lexington. Mass,
where they have been at the home
of their son A A. Peterson. Jr., who
was serious?, burned and injured
when the plane he was flying and
another light plane collided in mid
air, December 26. about a mile Irom
Bedford. Mass, airport Mr. Peter
son is still at the Symmes Hospital
at Arlington. Mass., where he was
in critical condition He is makjng
a satisfactory recovery, but will re
main in the hospital for several
weeks
Richard Hammond of Auburn
was overnight guest Monday of
Capt. and Mrs. A M. Miller.
Bernard Brow.
employed by
Burnham Morrill Co., returned
Monday to Capt. A M. Mills after
spending the weekend at his home
in Friendship.
Mrs. Ada Joyce and sister Miss
Alice Reeve who are spending the
winter in Florida recently took an
airplane trip to Havana Cuba, for
a stay of two weeks.
Mrs Adolf Anderson has re
turned from Rockland where she
has been a patient at Knox Hospi
tal. recovering from injuries in an
automobile accident.

Church Notices
At Union Church Sunday, Janu
ary 24, the Sunday School will meet
at 10 a. m. Morning Worship at 11
a. m. The pastor. Rev. W 8. Stackhouse will take as the subject of
the sermon “One Man In A Mil
lion." Evening service at 7 p. m„
when thc pastor will speak on "The
Wheat and The Tares." Special mu
sic by the church choir at each
service.

JANUARY

CLEARANCE
SALE
CONTINUES
SUITS
Reg. $75.00 - Now $59.85
Reg. $55.00 - Now $44.85
TOPCOATS & OVERCOATS
Reg. $65.00 - Now $49.85
Reg. $39.50 - Now $29.85

SPORT COATS
Reg. $45.00 - Now $29.85
Reg. $29.50 - Now $22.85
JACKETS
REG.

NOW

$22.50 Reversibles
$18.98
$15.95 Insulated B-29 $11.98
MEN S ANO BOYS' WEAR
Sale Price
Lee $4 98 Overalls
$3.99
S3.69
$4.29 Lee Riders
$1.98
$2.49 Boys' Lee Riders
Men's Wool Shirts, Values
to $9.50
...... . ..... $5.89
Boys' $12.95 Storm Coats $9.98

FOOTWEAR DEPARTMENT
Sale
ten’s 1 Buckle or Zipper
Overshoes
hildren’s Snap Overshoes
’omen’s >11.95 Fleece
Shoes
’omen s $6.95 Snow Boots
ten’s Nunn-Bush Shoes,
Val. to >19 95. Sale Price
ne Lot Enna Jetticks

tired after 43 years of service as a
line crew foreman for the telephone
company.
5 Mrs. William H. Dalton of Au
gusta. national president of the Nationl Council of Catholic Women,
was guest of the Rockland District
of the order at St. Bernard's
Church.
7 Grangers from all parts of the
country, meeting in national con
vention at Burlington. Vt., dined on
Maine lobsters, donated by local
lobstermen-Grangers.
Tilt-up construction in a concrete
building was used for the first time
in Maine as the walls of the SearsRoebuck building went up. Of
course it was Dragon cement.
City Manager Frederick D. Farns
worth notified the City Council of
his resignation which becomes ef
fective on April 1.
10 Albert MacPhail of Owl’s
Head was feted by Maine Odd Fel
lows and Rebekahs in a Commun
ity Building reception. He had been
named grand master of the Grand
Lodge of Maine IOOF shortly be
fore.
Owl's Head sued the operator of
the Rockland Municipal Airport in
Ash Point, Jack Dodae, for back
taxes on the city owned property.
In so doing, the neighboring com
munity posed a neat legal problem
as to whether or not one community
can tax another for property with
in its bounds.
12 Judge Dwinal, showing im
patience with repeaters on drunk
en driving charges, sent two to jail
one day when they appeared in
Rockland Municipal Court.
14 The directors of the Maine
Seafoods Festival elected officers
for the 1954 Festival. Returned to

— AUCTION —

Price

Legion Hal! — Union, Me.

54-99
51.29

SATURDAY, JANUARY 23

S9.56
§4.99

$14.89
$6.85

Visit Our Store For Many

Other Values Not Listed

Haskell & Corthell
Outfitters for the Whole Family
CAMDEN. ML.
DIAL 484
•
8-lt

6.30 P. M.
One of our usual sales where
there is plenty tor everyone in
parlor, kitchen and den furni
ture. Many times we have lots
of bedroom sets, nice dinettes,
bureau* and chests, electrical
appliances, knick-knacks, dashes
and small items. 17" radio and
phonograph combination, and
radios, < rosley shelvador with
full length freezer. Apex washer,
thing room set.
PER ORDER: TONY
HARVEY GURNEY. Auctioneer
9'lt
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\
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WE ARE VERY MUCH IN EARNEST
Advertisers and subscribers alike are warmly enthusiastic
over the new "day of publication" delivery service of The
Courier-Gazette, and the system has worked out even better
than management had dared hope. Such a plan is not all
happiness and light, as may be expected, and takes a deal
of doing.
Take Union for instance, a very important post office as
far as The Courier-Gazette is concerned, and one demanding
special effort if the service is to be adequate. Through Union
Post Office service is given to the big town itself, R. F. D.
Routes 1, 2 and 3. Union Star Route, plus post offices at
Appleton, Searsmont. East Union and South Hope. In order
to reach every subscriber and dealer in this far-flung net
work the papers must be in the Union Post Office by 8 A. M.
on the day of publication, all routes leaving there at 8.33.
To accomplish this desirabie end the sacks containing
The Courier-Gazettes, Union bound, leave Rockland Post
Office at 7.30 on Monday, Wednesday and Friday nights,
going in the truck-mail direct to Brunswick, non-stop. The
truck leaves Brunswick for points East at 2.45 on Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday mornings, dropping the Union sacks
at Warren P. O. at 4.20 A. M., and these sacks leave at 7.15
A. M. on a Star Route truck for Union, arriving there in season
for delivery that morning, the day of publication.
That is good as far as lt goes, but another chapter is neces
sary to make assurance doubly sure in serving this valued
group of Courier-Gazette subscribers. On some very rough
mornings the truck from Brunswick cannot make delivery
to Warren Post Office because of the very steep Village Hill,
and at other times for some reason fails to deliver the Union
sacks in Warren, the sacks being carried to Rockland where
they go to their destination via the 7.50 train. This would
mean no papers that day for Union, so the Warren Post
master telephones The Courier-Gazette, and one of the
vehicles of this newspaper starts forthwith for Union Post
Office with duplicate sacks of Couriers for Union, arriving
at the Union Po8t Office before 8 A M. thus insuring delivery.
We are very much in earnest in this matter of delivery
on the day of publication.

/\eP (&&MTE8 HATlOfM'

Come See - Come Save at A&P!
There's no better time to start saving money than National Thrift
Week ... no better place to do if than A&P with its scores of
storewide thrift buys .. . where every week is thrift week.

Super-Right — Heavy Corn-fed Steer Beef. 1.05 lb year ago
PORTERHOUSE, SIRLOIN,
T-BONE OR CLUB
LB

STEAKS

Fresh, Native, Tender Young, 1 %-2'/2 lbs. 59c lb yr ago
READY-TO-COOK
£ gC
%e tl I w S\ E I>l W Broilers or Fryers LB

CAPN JOHN'S • STANDARD

Fresh Oysters
’2PT

LARGE FOWL

c CAN
PT 89

CAN

TIIDLTEYC
I
■ w

Imported Milkers

Herring

29:

Holland LB

Beltsville Broiler, 5-7’/z lbs
Ready-to-Cook, 75c lb year ago LB© ar

29c
SIZE 70 s

FLA. GRAPEFT JUICY 4
TEMPLE SIZE 66
ORANGES
SWEET, JUICY

ONIONS

69
17
35c

ooz

FLORIDA 176's
JUICY

ORANGES

25

Fee

5
3

YELLOW, FIRM, CRISP
MadNTOSH
FANCY U. S. NO 1

APPLES

»s

ooz 39c

SNOW '/2 LB 29=
WH’TE pKQ

MUSHROOMS
Jane Parker — Regular 49c

Cherry Pie EA43

MARGARINE Just Reduced!

Jane Parker Raisin or Gold

ALLSWEET, BLUE BONNET, DEL RICH, GOOD LUCK, MRS. FILBERT'S

Pound Cake lf 29r
Eiscd

ir17C

raisin

VERMONT

27c
pkg

Xv

1 QT 14 OZ
CAN

XY

JUICE
ORANGE SOUTHERN
TOMATOES IONA
IONA
4
BEANS

YANKEE BAKED

ALL VARIETIES

BUTTER
MEL-O-BIT
BEANS

KLEENEX

SSS

Kleenex serves you one at a time . . . saves
you money! Soft, strong and gentle tissues!

They're thrifty priced at your A&P!
PKGS OF
300

49 2

4

January 23 & tffective in this Community

PACIFIC

n

--CANS

FROZEN

9 16 OZ
3^1.00

FROZEN

BAG « •

Red Circle Coffee

BAG

Bokar Coffee

I IB
BAG

1

J

A&P Applesauce

I IB 1 OZ

QIC

»I
oac

CANS

t LB 12 OZ
CAN

Sliced or Halve!
Yellow Cling

_ „C
33

OQ4IO''zOZ
CANS * ”

Tomato Soup

ASSORTED

FLAVORS

Jiffy Biscuit Mix

Vicinity.

AMERICA} FOlfMOU FOOD tCTAIUI

ATLANTIC A

1 LB
CANS

Eight O'clock Coffee

Sparkle Puddings
Prices shewn in this Ad guaranteed through Saturday.

< T’

8OZr>£>C
PKG

BLUE TOP

A&P Peaches

43

YZl2

1LB
PRINT

SLICED CHEESE
PROCESS AMERICAN
ANN PAGE-BOSTON STYLE <*$
or TOMATO SAUCE
X

Strawberries

’

1 LB 1 OZ dWC
CANS
1 LB 12 OZ
CANS

SILVERBROOK

B&W Orange Juice

PKGS OF
200

1 LB 12 OZ
CAN

IONA
SLICED or HALVES

PEACHES

Jane Parker — Regular 33c

Burs r:-iGHT

LB
CTN

NUCOA AND PARKAY

COLORED-'i LB PRINTS

Jane Par' er — Regular 19c

COMING EVENT - - RANKIN BLOCK TRAFFIC LIGHT

Wendell Hadlock
shifted from
Motorists and pedestrians alike look forward to the
treasurer to secretary and Morgan
promised installation of a traffic light at Rankin Block.
Elmer became treasurer.
There can be no question that tlie local authorities
17 Rockland firemen sponsored
showed excellent judgment in recognizing the necessity for
a new Explorer Scout Troop in the
control of motor car and truck speed in this area where un
city.
controlled traffic has unconsciously developed an informal
Sidney Gamage of Rockland lost
speedway, this being especially true of the heavy trucks which
his Ford Victoria sports car over
thunder through the area in the small hours at speeds which
the brink of the city dump. The car
make the roaring of their heavy motors intolerable to those
burned and was considered a total
attempting to sleep in the heavily populated section.
loss
The pedestrian will fare much better too when the con
19 Mrs. Hattie Sholes, 77, of
trol signal Is in operation, for the distance is great to walk
Rockland, was chosen as Maine's
from the curb on the South to the traffic island, and no more
typical sardine packer.
dangerous hazard exists in the city than that created by the
Nathan Berliawsky was re-elected
Southern end of Rankin Block standing on the exact edge of
president of the Rockland Cham
the sidewalk and highway where every vehicle travelling
ber of Commerce.
South on Route 1, "All Routes" the big sign says, must pass—
21 Galloway cattle were Intro
and they travel at high speed in many instances.
duced to the area by Albert H.
The arrival of the traffic light will be most welcome.
Chatfield, Jr., of Rockport who ob
tained them from a Pennsylvania Road observed her 97th birthday, tion the same day the charges were
farm where the only herd in the
8 Henry Marsh won a City made.
nation was located.
22 Warren firemen moved their
Council post in the city elections,
24 Bootlegging didn’t pay off as did Mrs. Helvi Hamalainen on apparatus into new quarters ta the
for taxi driver Kenneth Payson of the School Board. Returned to of municipal building.
Rockland as Judge Dwinal levied fice were Harold Whitehill and Dr
Dr. John Smith Lowe of Rock
fines or jail terms for the offense. Edwin Scarlott, School Board and land's Universalist Church was hon
Ladies of the Knox Hospital Aux City Council veterans respectively ored by the Universalist Assembly
iliary opened a shop for patients
Bruce J. Kinney of Dixfield was for his 52 years to the ministry,
and visitors In the lobby of Knox named superintendent of schools in
The Matinlcus mail boat Mary A.
Hospital.
Rockland and Rockport. He sue- was damaged by fire while on the
26 William Pottle of Friendship ceeded J. Weldon Russell who took McLoon marine railways at the
turned out the world's largest dory,1 over the Lewiston superintendency. foot °f Winter street. Damage was
a 30 footer, for a Massachusetts
10 “Underwater television" was over
an^ will keep the craft
fisheries firm.
put aboard ’he Birdseye trawler off the run unt^ March.
28 A heavy storm wrecked the Surf in the form of the Plshscope,
Carl st“Phen and A Alan Orosslobster boat of Chester Colby of j an electronic device to detect man were chosen to head the City
Spruce Head and endangered many schools of fish under a vessel.
Council and School Board respectothers of the 60 boat fleet in the
The Patterson Mill Bridge in East !velytown.
Warren collapsed under a loaded- 26 Dragon Cement Company hit
Mrs. Eva MacDonald. 70, of Vi pulp truck operated by Billy Wa- an 811 tim€ hlEh for Production,
nalhaven was found dead In an out ters. The driver escaped but the P^ducing 2.000,000 barrels of the
building on her property where she truck was damaged and the bridge Pr°duct in the year.
had burned to death after a lamp considered a total loss.
The 00851 Ouard cutter Snohohad ignited her clothing.
12 The first anniversary of the m;eh made an emergency run to
DECEMBER
big Rockland fire saw two new Matinicus Christmas Day to take
1 Rockland firemen opened their structures being built on the fire medical aid to two elderly men. and
j repair shop to aid Santa with toys ruined site, and at least one other bring one to a mainland hospital.
The body of Fred Robbins. 70. of
for the small fry at Christmas.
being considered. New building in
The new, six classroom Miller the city in the year had mostly off Union was found to the Georges
School at Waldoboro was dedicated, set the taxable loss caused by the River by a party of boys who were
on a skating party. Dr. Charles D.
j The structure measured 142 by 56 fire.
feet and cost $76,0C0.
15 St Giles Episcopal Church in North ruled the death a suicide.
29 South Thomaston people vo
3 The filling station lot border Jefferson was opened with Bishop
ing on Main and Winter streets, and Oliver T. Loring attending the ser ted to go ahead with a five class
room, $55,030 consolidated school
adjoining the Strand Theatre, was vices.
sold to Bangor parties who plan to
17 Andrew Beyea of Blake's Lane to be located on the town ballerect- a business building there in had peas three inches out of the | ground.
Northeast Airlines agreed to year
the spring.
ground.
Camden was starting work on a
Mr. and Mrs. Albert H. Goss of around service for Rockland—if
$200,000 tannery which is to locate Union observed their 60th wedding runways werc repaired and an ofanniversary.
fice buUdir«
In the town.
5 Effie Dyer of Ash Point cele
19 The
Atlantic
Fishermen's
brated her 89th birthday by enter- Union, through its local agent, Hen
Don t gamble with fire
; tainlng 400 friends to a mammoth ry Nare, accused General Food* of
-.e c 13
j birthday party at the Masonic operating the trawler Billow with !
ore ogoinst you
Temple to Rockland.
unsafe lifeboats. The craft to ques
Mrs. Mary Willey of Old County tion passed a Coast Guard lnspec- j

55

SSTSSS, „

MINCED

Fresh Cut

THE SEA, TOO, ADDS ITS TOUCH
Life places its unmistakable mark on those men called
upon to handle positions of top responsibility in whatever
field they may serve—high political trust—captains of in
dustry—top leaders to armed conflict or masters of great
ships. There is a subtle something about such men that is
unmistakable, though almost invariably top level personalities
are reticent and modest.
The sea. too, adds its extra touch to the select few
who serve her in high places, something apart ar.d unattain
able by any man bound to the soil. There resides, unknown
to themselves, to these men of the sea a quality which brings
to others a sense of wide horizons, of leis and band music,
foreign ports, rumbling sirens, roaring seas and of security,
come what may.
The Rockland man who inspired the writing of these
lines will be far from pleased with them, for he is modest
and self-effacing to a fault, but these words are his due.
After many requests he has agreed to give "Steamboat Men"
a break, and information was available from many sources
A series of stories concerning some of his colorful years will
appear to the column at an early date.
He is one of a scant half-dozen Rockland men who have
gone to the top as master® of “Big Steanr" in ocean service.
These men we frankly envy, and if life gave us a second
chance and a new set of physical and mental qualifications,
we too, would try for master’s papers, “All Oceans", instead of
running a country newspaper.
Steamboat lovers will like him instantly—and note how
he combines the qualities of reserve and distinction. LOOK
for him next Saturday.

WtTff,

O

OAC

4 pkgS AW
2 IB 8 OZ AQC
Ay

PKG

Sultana Tuna Fish

7OZ
CAN

Coldstream Pink Salmon

CAN

QIC

WI
45c

JIA COMPANY

Candy Coated

Condxt

CHOCOLATES

The chocolate treat
that’s neat to eat!

They're favorites

6

O

5c SIZE
PKGS

25< P°=25c

................ .............. '

with young and
old alike!

----------- .——,

.....

A ColgaJe-Paimolive Product

Swift's

CashmereeA“m3cA«s22c

Meats

FOR BABIES

3

3% OZ
TINS

XPC

03

"—.......
A Col£«tc-?a’moJIve Product

Ingersoll's

2

Super Suds

55c

Fricassee

JAR

CHICKEN

53c

7?" rr1

A Colgate-Palmolive Product

Vel

LARGI

PKG

Snow’s

30

72'

A Colgate-Palmolive Product

Fab

35'

Health Soap

LM!GE
GIANT
30' “
“ 72'
PKG
—
LAUNORY

SOAP

Lifebuoy Soup 3 S 35'

z.z:v.-w

mi:

Health Soap

A Colgate-Palmolive Product

Octagon

Corn Chowder 2

3cakb23c

Lifebuoy Soap 3 c^s 25c
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Firemen ha.-e recently experi
Beneath the fiagrar.t frangipani
to take over. If we wait too long,
enced dlffloulty in taking call* for BANGKOK, THAILAND, FRENCH INDO blossoms and lush palm trees of vang Vong on the banks of tht lt may be one of the greatest
OF THE TOWN
their services, due to there being CHINA, WICKED SAIGON, ANGKOR
tragedies in history.
tne royal capital of the Kingdom River Mekong.
two streets of the same name in the
I’ve just read that the war in
Why in this struggle. Is there so
of
Laos,
the
6000
people
of
buar.g
city. Both are Lawn Avenue, one WAT AND FAR EAST WITH MARY HALL
Piahang dug in for defense of I Indo-Chlna rarely makes the little known about it in the west
Lincoln Pomona
Orange will runs west from Broadway while
ning Events
their pagoda-roofed city. Young I headlines; but it may be more ern world today? Is it because it
, meet at 8 o'clock Saturday evening, toe other u located in pleaaalit
This Is the Fifth Article by Miss HaU
girls in gay yellow robes dug i important than the war in Korea, stems so far away? It did seam
MDd coni munity event* Jan. 23. with Nobleboro Orange. Qaj^jcns. It is understood that steps
•Thirteenth Installment)
though no U S. troops are fighting trenches beside French troops !
for this is the feeling that a visi far away to me, after I had trav
*
he-*™™,
Pomona Deputy Wallace Brown and are to
ukpn
the
The dining room of tine Majestic in Indio-China, we are now paying Tame elephants lifted teak timber I
nd space here cannot be Mrs. Brown of Augusta will be uation
tor gets when he goes to Ir.do- elled 20.000 miles to get there. It
renaming one street.
one-third
of
the
cost
of
their
Strictly commercial
Hotel was large, very impressive
into place for barricades. Down China and realizes how little world looks so small on the map. Indo
_____
es. ^upoers dances, can- guests and assist with the program.
1 '(.billion dollar war.
the misty river valleys that cut attention it receives as compared china, Burma and Thailand, the
sept 2d. The declaio” of
--------j A. T. Thurston, Rockland electri- and on the top floor. How the
(.unboilia. The Exotic Land
la final t
through the jungles, where lurked to Korea. This is the critical fight whole peninsula, China Sea to In
It takes something of more than cal contractor, sustained heavy French like to eat in Saigon. It
1—Maine Federation of ordinary import to silence the losses in the $200,000 fire at the was bard to choose a dinner as
Recently (June 15, 1963i King tigers and pythons 40.000 Reds | of the world. If Indo-China falls, dian Ocean—62 million people—
Clubs Mid-winter ConAugusta.
laughter and evitable anecdotes Hodgdon Brothers Shipyard in East lhe j^tel serves 22 kinds of hors Sis-o-wath Nor-o-dom Si-han-ouk. closed in. for the attack. The first then all Southeast Asia is gone— 2 3 ol the world's rice, rubber, tin,
crucial battle with tlie communist* Rangoon, India and Japan, Thair- ugar, teak, copra and mahoganyrheta RhoGirls’ Club
! °f Raymond Andersen of The Cou- Boothbay Tuesday night. Thurston
ci'ceuvres, six kinds of soup, 14 age 31, of Cambodia went into j was approaching.
The French and and Malaya—for this is the Our ship brought back to the U S.
at Odd Fellows Build- i rier-Cazette staff, but he is wholly holds the contracts for electrical involuntary exile in Thailand Then '
sugar,
mahogany
and
■
of sober today- His well-loved pug stallations on the mine sweepers meat dishes, 20 vegetables, many- be returned not to his capital a'. Laotians pinned their hopes on worla’s rice bowl The French are leak.
ne
dog Trouble, a diminutive gray the yard had under construction kinds of fish, 23 fruits and sweets Pnompenh but to the village of J their Golden Buddha, as king as it winning ln Indo-China against He aluminum. The U. S. should move
Methebesec Club meets J male, has been missing since Mon- and it was in the electrical shops and a long wine list. You can even Siemreap, which is four miles froir remained, they believed their Ohi Minh but if China sends fn her low. or another Korea.
sworth Art Museum
(To be continued)
day night from his home on Middle that some of the heaviest kiss oc- get a dish of snails. The Vietnam Angkor Wat. one of the most exotie , country would survive. The statue Red troops,, then it is for the world
B.P.W. meeting, Farns- Street Hill. A vigorous search has curred.
ese waiters were dressed like garruined
cities
in
the
world.
There
vfuseum.
cors and you must speak French.
------he was surrounded by 20,000 troop®
rthebesec Club meets at been made and is still in progress;
for
“
Trouble,
”
and
if
any
person
The
Rockland
Fire
Department
i
finally ordered a very .swanky of the Cambodian Army. From
■th Art Museum
hears a word of any kind about a received a call for a chimney fire out delicious dinner with rosy wine his headquarters in a small, white
THER
small gray pug puppy they will lift Tuesday night at a building owned \ frcn‘
two-foot long menu. Ev- p]aster h€use
among bananas
cted by this department.1 the gloom from this perennial by Samuel Shapiro at 53 Tillson erything was very gay but we sawand pink lotus blossoms. His
Afterwards j
Jackson’s birthday ar- “Sunny Jim.” A call to 770 during Avenue. No damage was reported, only French people
Majesty called upon his people tc
morning, promptly, but the dav or 279-J after 5 p. m., will
we took a stroll along Rue Catinet. I
raise an army of 50000 to fight for
y thaw which we had ar- reach Mr. Andersen.
Fifth Avenue, window |
I
Roger E
Levan of Thomaston. Saigon's
EASE U? ON YOUR BUDGET-SHOP EVERY DAY
independence. Now after 87 years,
Saturday, in connection ,
_____
i has been elected vice president of shopping in the lovely Paris shops ! as a French protectorate, Cam-boAT PERRY'S—SAVE EVERY DAY AT
daine Farmer's Almanac.) Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt
Am- Oamma-Psi Zeta chapter of Lamb- j Later we went to a very swanky I dia has been awakened. Nor-oup and arrived Wednes- erican Legion Auxiliary will meet da Chi Alpha, national social fra- >'-ghf club. It was a huge place, dom Si-han-ouk has studied at a
crowded with nice looking French 1
ill the fixins. Today the Tuesday, Jan. 26 at 3 o’clock for a tornity at Lehigh University,
French military academy and last
officers with their ladies, so we felt spring he flew around the world.
e is dropping nearer to sewing circle. Mrs. Minnie Smith
it would be safe, although I ha-!
average and light snow is chairman of the supper which Pomeroy Publicity
Laos
heard that- coolies were paid by the
The total eclipse of the will be served at 6.30 and will be
• PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
Laos, with only Its million peo
Reds to throw hand-gTenades at
not enjoyed locally be- followed by a business meeting, Bureau Board
the French in restaurants. As 1 ple. once known as Lang Xang,
eavily overcast skies, but Members are requested to bring
Vice Chairman
THIS WEEK'S BETTER BUYS!!!!!
was the only American there. I felt the “Land of a Million Elephants"
it did occur. If you care ' game prizes.
le Farmer's Almanac af- j
_______
quite at ease, when I saw three is a very interesting part of IndoHEAVY BRISKET
John M. Pomeroy, vice president
is down on the Saturday ! A representative from the Social of Dragon Cement Company, and Danish officer.; from the “lexa' China. There are misty moun;r cold may be expected Security Administration office in
o{ the Rockland chamber of , who came right to our fable and i tains, tiger haunted jungles, and
lek. also the birthday an- Augusta will be at the Rockland Commerce industrial committee. 10 “ 1 ' s A a me, as much as wild elephants in the rain forest
of William McKinley, Post Office Building, Second Floor was named assistant chairman cf to say. “We are here to protect Laos can only be reached by air
—CORNED THE W AY YOU LIKE IT
lent, on Jan. 29 and that on Monday, January 25 from 12.30 the board of directors of the you. if anything should happen.” or by sailing up the Nekong River
BUDGET SAVBtS!!
n Delano Roosevelt, 32nd to 2.30 p. m. Residents of Rockland Maine Publicity Bureau in the an- No iiing did happen and we had a as the two very bad roads are not
12 O» Tin FRESH FROM NEARBY FARM
ARMOUR'S
on Saturday. The Al- and near-by towns who wish to file nual meeting of that body at Port- very gay evening sipping cham safe. Half the people are Thais
CUT READY FOR U/linlo
pagne and dancing. I loved the (Siamese) living in the lowland
Treet
quite positive about the claims for federal Old-Age and land on Monday.
FRICASSEE OR Wh°'8
valleys while the other half are
redictions.
Survivors Insurance or obtain inJames M. Acheson, owner of the floor show with all the singing and
STEWING
Bird
Corned
Beef
primitive
Khas.
Laos
has
only
formation should call upon this Acheson chair of hotels, who once dancing. It was very lively and
10.000 trained soldiers and 13.000
representative who is in Rockland, opera’ed the Hotel Rockland in we had one grand and exciting
:ipal Court
armed but untried men. but all
FROM PETE EDWARDS’ FARMS
Post Office Building. Second Floor, Rockland, was elected president of evening. We left at midnight. I
THIS SALE ONLY’!!
gen of 9 Limerock street every Monday at this same tune, the bureau, while Guy P Butler of wondered about the trip back to with French officers. The women
°r RumP R°ast 39c
COTT’S
nad his probation re- Every person who has worked ln Portland was again named the the ship. Although the gates of the of Laos are graceful and attractive,
wearing
scarlet
jackets,
gold
brace

city
are
closed
at
6
p
m.
against
was sentenced to 60 days employment covered b.v the Social executive secretary.
Pancake
the guerrillas, some might get in. lets and flowers in their hair. They
Security Act should learn about his'
____________
•sday by Judge Dwinal.
------------------—. Loin Chops
79c
also wear beautiful sarongs off
but
the
streets
had
been
cleared
ad been found guilty of rights upon reaching age 65. Upon
Syrup
bot.
gold
lame
cloth
for
which
Laos
is
Kora
Potentate
Corned Beef ! shou|der chops
59c
aud al! we saw was soldiers with
•t of his four minor the death of a person who has;
guns and policemen. It was bright noted.
a April 9. 1953 and had worked in covered employment, a To Attend Shrine
FREE—Cott's Raspberry
Hash
!
At Pnom-penh stands the royal
moonlight, so we had a fine ride
suspended 60 day jail member of the family should make
Best Center
palace. A pageda, with a solid sil
back
fo
five
ship
in
two
trishaws
Broadcast
or
Stahlmeyer
Steak
89c
on one year probation, prompt inquiry about survivors in Ladies' Night
Waffle Syrup
Cuts
ver floor 133 ft. long, contains a
as
we
couldn
’
t
find
a
double
one
16
OZ.
to support his children surance.
The three principal officers of at that late hour Wc had to pro life-size Buddha. Among the royal
TIN
trial.
, Stewing
29c
Kora
Temple, Shrine will be honor duce our passports, go by the jewels is a derby hat with a dia
• • • a
Soft drinks from vending ma
FOR THOSE WINTER COLDS!
mond-encrusted
plume.
On
the
guests
at
the
annual
ladies'
night
guards
at
the
gate
and
then
we
. enthner, Jr., of Cushing chines have gone up to six cents.
Pkg. 102
boulevards.
Beef Liver ib. 29c
Frcnkforts ,b. 29c
iilty Tuesday to issuing Operators are now rebuilding the of the Knox Shrine Club at the were safely home again The Cap broad pa'.m-shaded
Angel Skin
IQp
r which he had insuffi- coin machines to accept a penny Thorndike Hotel Friday evening. tain and the Chief Officer were French style, you see elephant and
buffalo carts and rattletrap auto
Calves Liver, juicy, tender
Ib. 69c
t. The check written out and a nickel. The penny goes in They are: Potentate William Gove waiting up for us, as I was the
mobiles Tigers still lurk ln the
Tissues
'as issued to Harold B. first, but it takes the nickel to op of Auburn; Chief Rabbair Earle C. only woman who went ashore. The
Perry. Rockland, and Oriental Chief Engineer told them abou’ l jungle. Huge smiling statues of
a yz aPREPARE
tn.l
EASY TO
— EASY TO SERVE
of Thomaston on Jan. 12 erate the machine.
Guide Carrol McGilvery of Port our big evening and what a good Buddha dot tlie landscape and
ton. Genthner received a
PURE
-port I was about everything. Hov. saffron robed monks are every
NEW LOWER PRICK!!
Sidney L. Cullen, city editor of land.
I sentence.
PORK
In addition to the honor guests, glad I am that I went but then where, as there are 60,006 of them.
»een found guilty of non- The Courier-Gazette, is enroute
Aluminum Foil
Thatched hut® stand high on stilts
Monday, for which he to Boston this morning where he there will be other officers of both "Nothing venture, nothing have."
fcr protection against flood. There
BUTTER
Kora
and
Anah
Temples.
Indo-China
today
has
three
inOLEO
will
represent
this
newspaper
at
•d a two months suspend25 Foot
23c Fresh Creamery
Favors presented to the ladies dependent kingdoms in the French ' are a-so ntany pagoda temples on
Roll
tence and placed on one the annual meeting of the New
y, lb.
lb. 75c PRINTS
Union. Cambodia, Laos, and Viet !
2 lbs. 45c
% LB. PRINTS
ation on the condition Eng.and Weekly Press Association will be of a Shrine motif.
The King of Laos waited calm
Nam. Viet Nam has 23 million
Earle
C.
Perry
will
serve
as
mas

tonight,
Friday
and
Saturday,
ly $15 per week for the
This is National Printing Week ter of ceremonies, ir. his capacity people. Cambodia 3!j million, while ly for the Viet Minh attack that
his family.
Glamour Soap
Kraft7s Cheez-Whiz
8 oz. jar 31c
and other graphic arts clinics and as president of the Knox Shrine Laos has l's million. The largest never reached his city. The fat,
63-ycar-oId
monarch,
bed-ridden
city.
Saigon,
in
Viet
Nam.
is
prob

Club.
He
is
destined
to
be
poten

In
Plastic
Bag
'JOy
l Explorer Ship Red printing equipment demonstrations
FANCY
8 As»t. Bars
^'C
conduct a rummage sale are being held in connection with tate of Kora Temple Shrine next ably the only completely beleag with gout, said he would remain
BANANAS
2_ibs. 29c
YELLOW
ny donations by friends the big convention. Mr. Cullen year, the first time the office has uered capital in the world and I to tlie end beneath his flag of
three
white
elephant-heads
on
a
was
keen
to
see
it,
for
I
believe
oome
to
a
Shriner
in
this
section.
ppreciated. Please call will return to Rockland on Sunday.
TOMATOES
2 lbs. 29c
in living daringly aud fearlessly scarlet field.
SALAD BOWL
pkg. 17c
8-9
1 BATH BAR
Just
received.
Senter-Crane’s and taking the well considered
BORN
COFFEE SALE
Coolbroth — At Knox Hospital, Bargain Attic. Group of Evening risk, instead of the sure thing, that
MAKES
nual Shoe Sale now goTOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
Jan. 20. to Mr and Mrs. Joseph Dresses, Salesman Samples. No fails to call forth the most you
the Quality Shoe Sliop
UP TO
Coolbroth. a daughter
NEWLY-Decorated Ur.fumirtied
IOOX PURI
8-10
i 100 CUPS
Harlow — At Gould Maternity Memo’s, all colors. Sizes 7 to 16 have to offer. That, is why I Apt to let. 4 rooms, shower and
When you buy 3
9-lt wanted to go to Indo-China
Home. South Hope Jan. 19, to Mr 1895.
electric water heater.
Inquire T.
FOP
fMCI I
JLICS ANONYMOUS
and Mrs Leonard Harlow of Rock
L. ANDRVa. 23 Purchase 8t
Viei Nam and Saigon
EACH
land.
a
daughter
—
Debra
Ann
IN MEMORIAM
roup meets Wednesday
#•11
CONOMY JAR
The
relations between
the
In loving memory of our mother
ly, G AR. Hall, fumeMARRIED
and grandmother. Mrs Etta Ran French and natives i svery delicate
p. m. Women's group
Noves-Orff—At Jefferson. Nov quist, who passed away Jan. 20.
RICHARDS RADIO TELEVISION
to say the least. Emperor Boo Dai
?kly.
For information 25. Edwin Noyes of Cooper's Mills 1950.
Meat Balls and
There Is
Sales and Service
of
Viet
Nam
is
said
to
be
just
a
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eral Hospital, where he has been a daughter. Mrs Esther McFarland Jefferson were dinner guests Sun
ST. GEORGE
Cadillac Prices
patient while receiving treatment, at Camden, Monday.
day ol Mr. and Mrs. James Smith.
Mrs. Sten Skoglund and daughter
USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
WARREN
The town budget committee will | More than $60 was raised at the
Mrs. Everett White and two sons
Start At $3,837
ALENA L. STARRETT
meet Jan. 30, at the town office, supper and dance for the Polio were callers Sunday afternoon of Sonja gave a party Tuesday even
INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
ing
with
these
guest
present:
Mrs.
Correspondent
the meeting to start at 1 p. m. It. fund.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Winchenbach in
Telephone tf
Etta Hall, Miss Leola Robinsv i For 1954 Line
POR SELLING. BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
is requested that all articles for the I
-----------------Thomaston.
SERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Mrs. Nancy Polkv, Miss Audrey
Prices of the 1954 model
town warrant be in on this date.
Gean Ann Robinson spent the i
A tvertlsemenls in thi* column not to exceed three line* Inserted
EAST FRIENDSHIP
Johnson. Miss Lucinda Polky, Mrs. cars were announced today by J.
White
Oak
Grange, North Ail taxes should be paid by this
weekend
with
Sandra
Libby
in
Bel;
»nce for 50 cento, three time*, one dollar.
Additional line* 10
Winter weather is surely with us j
Iva Grant, Mrs. Marion Barnes,
ents each for each line, half price each additional time used
Warren, will hold a country store time, also.
Roche, General Sales Manager
Sunday all day onlv six above zero. fast.
Mrs.
Louise Ervin, Mrs. Gladys
Five small word* to a line
The
East
Waldoboro
and
Warren
Friday night at their meeting, the
Mrs. Levi Robinson, Mrs. Merlin
the Cadillac Motor Car Divu
Last Thursday morning was 20 be
Special Notice!
All "blind ads’ so called. L a- advertisements
Gregory,
Miss
Lorraine
Thomas
proceedB to berefit the March of Social Club is recessed to April.
low zero. Coldest its been for sev- ! Eugley, and Mrs. Bernice Reed Mrs. Edith Holmstrom and Miss “These new- prices," Mr.
which require the answers to be sent to The Conrier-Gasette
A belated Christmas party for 'e'ral "years
Dimes drive. After the grange
spent Monday in Portland.
sffice for handling cost 25 cents additional.
stated, “include as standard eqi
Isabelle Clark.
'
A name should appear on all classified ads to secure best results
session, a corporation meeting will members of White Oak 4-H Club
Mr and Mrs. Merlin Eugley spent
We
are
very
sorry
to
learn
of
the
many items
previoi
rnnar with phone or street number only are not advised
Rep. Willis Trafton of Auburn ment
will be held Saturday afternoon
be held.
illness of Kenneth Wilson of Cush Saturday evening with Mr. and
handled as optional equipmi
was
over
night
guest
of
Mr.
and
with
Mrs.
Freda
Richards.
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
The Warren basketball teams
ing, and we are wishing him a Mrs. Levi Robinson.
such as: power steering, ch
Mrs. J. C. Robinson, Jr., Wednesday.
The Warren Public Health Com
.* , toaoirieo ads will be accepted without the cash snd oo boob
and Coach Vail, will be hosts Fri
speedy recovery.
wheel disks, windshield washer,
White Cross will meet at the
ceenlnr will he maintained for these ads
day night to the Vinalhaven hoop- mittee will meet with Mrs. Ern
filter, vanity mirror, and oul
Several here have been confined MEDOMAK
ALL MI ST BE PAID FOK
home
of
Mrs.
Etta
Hall
Tuesday
]
est
Campbell,
at
1.30
p.
m.
Monday
sters and their coach, Warren Tib
rear view mirror, all of which
m received except from firms or individuals maintaining rernlai
Mrs. Susie Prior of Round Pond evening.
Committee members to the house with bad"colds.
betts. Game time is 730, the girls afternoon.
sccouo»« •with The Courier Gasette Count the Word"—Five to a
installed at customers' reques
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Philbrook,1 is visiting her daughter Mrs Clara
,
_
Mrs. Floyd Barnes spent the
to meet the Island girls at Glover to speak on the symposium, ,
Use
95 per cent of our 1953 model
"What the Committee Does." at daughter B"*1? of Camden was Oenthner.
weekend at Old Orchard with her extra cost.”
Hall, following which ,the boys will
supper
guests
Sunday
at
Frank
Mrs.
Sarah
Prior
and
daughter,
mother Mrs. Mabie Mossman.
play.
A post game social is the March 9 meeting of the War Miller's other Sunday callers was
The new Cadillac prices s
Mrs. Paul Hilton and Ira Dell Teele
ren PTA. are especially urged to
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Robinson, Jr.,
TO LET
planned.
FOR SALE
attend. They are Mrs. Dyson Mr and Mrs Arthur WylUe and were at Augusta on business last were in Portland Friday to attend with the model 62 Coupe at $3.8
Forty-seven children of grade
delivered f.o.b. Detroit inclui
TWO and three-room furnished
Tuesday.
SAUER Kraut by the pound for
Jameson, Mrs. Campbell, Mrs. children of South Warren.
a Paint Dealers meeting.
Federal Excise tax. factory hanc
sale, one gallon jar. 2 gallon pail. Aoartments to let. JOHNSON. Ill one, in Warrer. schools, received Willis Moody, Jr., Mrs. Waino
Richard Keene of South West
Mrs.
Walter
Long
is
working
at
9-11 the tuberculin patch test Monday
charges, and dealer delivery
2H gallon pail or keg 3’4. 6 and P'.ca ant Si.
Hartwr
was
at
Fred
Keene
’
s
last
LOUDVILLE
Lehto, and Mrs. Fred Perkins, Jr.
the telephone office Tenant's Har handling charges. This con
4 va'lon Kegs sauer kraut juice,
ROOM to let, permanently, at last week. The children, who were Amendments will be made, Munday
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Prior and son Saturday.
vegetable
salad,
pickles
and
bor.
with the 1953 price of $3,8071
absent
at
the
time
will
undergo
Tne
Laurie
of
the
Copper
Kettle
Wilson and Harold Collamore and
cqutsh HAROLD A DEANE. 486
night, to the committee by-laws.
were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
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”
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MRS
FRENCH.
Tel.
405-W.
the
tests
at
a
later
date.
This
Od Oounty Road
Hartwell
Carter
who
have
been
9-11 program was made possible by the They will include the holding of Edward McMonagle and family at
ing a bufiet supper and entertan- equipped.
working at the East Bocthbay ship ment for the parents and teachers
FURNACES for sale, hand fired " __ ,~
~ 7 ... ...
Monthly meetings of the organize- Augusta last Sunday.
"Our 1954 models with their*
interest of the Warren PTA, and
and automatic. Filters, motors and
^HRhE-Room
ttniAn’ wr
Mr alld Mis. Charles Gifford yard have finished work.
Wednesday evening at 730 at the matically new styling, both inti
oil burners, also furnace repairs.1 modern- Call at 100 UNION ST. the co-operation of the Warren tion to have smaller number conMr.
and
Mrs.
Tilson
Collamore
stitute a quorum, and that officers 'vel'e overnight guests of the Ber- j
Community Rooms.
P. A. CLARKE. Tel. Thomastan
and exterior, and lengthened
school department and Dr. Fred G.
trand Collamores at Round Pond on and children have moved in their
8*9
13-4.
Mrs. Annie Kinney returned home base again gives increased vain
THREE Rm. and 1 rm. furn. Campbell, school physician, Mrs. be elected for one year only.
new
home,.
Mrs. Cornelius Overlock will be Wednesday.
Saturday from Waterville where the customer.” said Mr.
ROYAL
Typewriter, recently Apts, to let. hot and cold run Either Long, State field nurse, and
Ralph Keene of Nobleboro was she has been a patient at the "The slight increase in prices o;
Several from here have gone
re-condition,
in
A-l
run water. PHONE 1116-W, 8-12 a. m.: he Four County Tuberculosis As- program chairman this (Thursday)
29
Beech
St.
9'11
ning order, for sa’e. $30 cash, no
afternoon at the Woman's Club either to Waldoboro or Damaris- ( at L. W. Osier Friday .
Thayer Hospital.
models except the Eldorado—w
ociation.
less. Write “TYPEWRITER" care
FOUR-Room
Modern Apart
Ashley Genthner has employ
Study Unit meeting, which will be cotta this week to file their income
Mr. and Mrs. Irving E. Bracy and has been greatly reduced—rel
The Courier-Gazette.
8’10 ment to let. with garage. Adult',
Clarence Tolman returned home held at the home of Mrs. Fred tax returns.
ment at Redonnett and Leeman family of Port Clyde were Sunday primarily the increased cost
9tf Monday from Knox County Gen- Perkins, Jr., that day. Subject
Mr. and Mrs. Heber Poland and J Mill at Bristol.
10” MOTOROLA TV Console, $50 preferred. TEL. 710.
and
hanc
callers on Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Rob dealer delivery
for sale; also TV Boosetr. $9, Gen
TWO-Room Furnished Ant. to
will be, "The Heritage Of Our Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Garland were J Mr. and Mrs. Harlow Genthner of inson, Jr.
charges which have not chai
eral Electric Console Radio. $18 let.
Adults only; 57 PACIFIC
REAL ESTATE
Country’s Leaders,” continuing the business callers at Waldoboro and Waldoboro called on her mother,
since 1941 despite tremendously
G. s. WILLETT, 26 Holmes St.
ST., city’. __________________ 8*11
8*10
jrears theme on Our Heritage. Rockland last week.
Mrs. Nancy Genthner last week.
creased labor costs," continued'
Northend: Duplex house near
APPLETON
THREE-Room fur. Apt. to let
Mrs. Helen Poland has gone to
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Keene who
Roche.
OAK Sideboard with mirror for Bath. elec, stove, elec, refrig., ga new North School. South side of Invited to speak on the topic are
Mrs. Prances Robbins entertained
sale, fine condition. A W. GREG rage. Adults. References. CALL house completely renovated, 6 the following, Mis. Albert White, Alexandria, Va., to spend the win- are spending the winter at South
The prices of the complete j
ORY. 32 Camden St. Tel 604.
at 30 CHESTNUT ST.
8’10 •ooms, new modern bath with Mrs. Perkms, Mrs. Lula Cunning- ter months with her son and fam- Bristol were at their home last Sun ot a New Years eve dinner party, price line are as follows:
8-10
:hower, electric hot water heater, ham, Mrs. Philip Simmons, Mrs. ffy, the Edward Poland’s.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jack
Hildritch
and
day.
Series 62 Coupe. $3,837.77,
THRFE-Rcom Furn. Apt. to let ; plumbing all new copper tubing,
MODEL T Ford for sale. Good with bath on 40 Grace street. TEI good cellar, roof 2 years old, eco Jefferson Kimball, Mrs. Willi3 Miss Celia Piper held a rumage
Pauline McLain. Clara Genthner son Dickie, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey parable 1953 car price was $3,1
tires, engines needs parts to run 1309-J or 240-M.
8*10 nomical to heat. North side has Vinal, Mrs. Xavier Mallett, Mrs. sale here on Saturday, January and Virginia and Marie Genthner Gurney, Mr. and Mrs. Russell Star
Series 62 Sedan, $3,932.70,
really well. Price $30 KENNETH
flush. General condition Dana Smith, Sr„ Mrs. Maurice 16th.
called on Mrs. Philip Reed, Jr., in rett and son Curtis, and Dana Gur parable 1953 car price was $3,1
PCUR-Room furnished Apt. to 5of rooms,
SMITH. Northport. Tel. 739-M4.
entire structure very good. If Lermond, Mrs. Chisie Trone, Mrs
ney.
7-9 let on first floor. IVY BRACK
Friendship last week.
Series 62 Convertible, $4,
^°°,^f,5X
d-nie'^r.'and 1^“^
Mr. and Mrs. David Bryant of comparable 1953 car price
ETT. 55 Broad St.
8-10 ^ere^l
Robert
Bartlett,
Jr.,
of
Hartford,
references, we can finance this.
WHITE
Enamel
Oil-burning
TENANT
’
S
HARBOR
Watertown, Mass , were guests cf
DESIRABLE House. 7 rooms Total cost $6000. I call this an Starrett.
Kitchen Range, elec, pump arxi oi!
Mrs. Ruth Fullerton left Tues Conn., spent the weekend with his her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Roiai.d $4,373.65.
bath to let.
Tel. HYLER. 15 cu islanding value.
Mrs. Guy Stimpson entered
barred for sale. TEL. 1174-R.
Series 62 Coupe De Ville, $4,!
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
BarI
.
7-9
Central,
West: 6-room house. Knox County General Hospital, day for Miami, Fla., where she
___________
7*9 Green St.. Thomaston.
Gushee, over the holidays.
i
• . j
comparable 1953 car price
lett.
will
join
Mr
Fullerton
rewly
painted
and
shingled,
in
,
FURN. Apt. to let, 3 rms. kit very good repair.
Rev. Donald Ryder has returned $4,230.74.
New garage Rocl£jand' today for treatment,
NINE-Piece Dining Room Set chenette
Mrs. Gerther Miller of Waldoboro
| Mrs. Sally Long is employed at
and bath. Heated. Adult
$50, for sale; also Easy Spin Dry conly. TEL. 519-J.
from a trip to Boston, where he atbuilt last April. Splendid lot of
Eldorado, $5,738. comparable
has
been
a
recent
guest
of
her
8-10
! the Telephone office.
Washing Machine, $25; 2 electric
at least 200-ft. frontage. Cellar
ttended seveal conferences at Tre car price was $7,750.00.
Ranges, 1 Gas Range, 1 CombinaFURNISHED Apts, to let, North- under whole house, hot air heat ORFF’S CORNER
| Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. mother, Mrs. Martha Prior and sis
mont Temple.
Series 60 Special Sedan, $4,(
ton oil and gas Range from $20 to end locations Inquare 11 JAMES with oil. Bath with new copper
Extension Association
Henry Allen were: Mr. and Mrs ter, Mrs. Frank Collamore.
Mrs. Chloe Mills has returned comparable 1953 car price
$35; Maple Chair, $8; What-not, ST., In Person.
Itf tubing, very modern kitchen,
Extension Association officers for Grant Wilder Harry Stewart and
$i2; Bookcase. $8; hail Table, $10;
to her home in South Hope after $4.541 05.
FOUR rm second floor Apt. to | sunny and convenient. A fine 1954 were elected at a recent meet- Miss Elaine Allen of Portland, and
WEST WALDOBORO
also antique dishes and other ar et. bath elec, easily heated, cozy home on a fine street.
spending nearly two weeks with her
Series 75 Eight Pass. Fleet'
ticles. ELSIE J. WALLACE. Tel. pleasant, ideal for retired couple
Northend: 2-apartment house, ing as follows: Chairman. Mrs. Mr and Mrs Herbert Hawkins of
Mrs. Herbert Waltz fell and frac daughter, Mrs. Arthur Sprowl.
Sedan, $5,874.78. comparable
Warren 55.
7-9 or two young people CALL 1466 newly painted, extra lot of land. Fannie Weaver; Asst. Chairman, Kittery
tured her wrist last week.
Thomas Widley night was Ob car price was $5,840.51.
188tf New hot water heating system. Mrs. Kate Sprague; Secretary, Mrs.
Mrs char]es Wal] is siting with
LATHE, 6-foot
bed,
8-lnch for appt
Mrs. Virginia Winchenbach and
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up
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at the last regular meeting
swing, excellent cond. $290. Tel. dEATED and unheated furn
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of Golden Rod Rebekah Lodge. Af Imperial, $6,090.17. comparable
North Haven 51 or write J. O. Apts to let V F STUDLEY 77 p'.etely modern, hardwood floors, Jennie Lawrence: Foods, Mrs. Doro
Krah and daughter were in Rock
cester. Mass.
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BROWN & SON. North Haven. O,rt S’ Tai* anan and 1234
ter the meeting refreshments were car price was $6.05330
sell at substantial loss ln order to thy Prock; Home Management,
5-10
An auction and food sale is being land last Thursday.
Cadillac will introduce the,
enjoyed at Ruby's Lunch.
move quickly.
Mrs. Lulu Jackson; Treasurer, Mrs.
Mrs. Elmer Wincapaw is enjoy
planned for Friday night at the
FOR SALE
Northend: 6 rooms and bath, Lulu Light.
The regular prayer meeting of models at public showings dl
WANTED
I. O. O. F. Hall for benefit of the ing a two weeks' vacation before the Baptist Church will be held at the latter part of January.
FOR the best Aluminum Com
flush in cellar, hot water heat, gas
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bination Storm Doors and Screens,
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PART-Tlme
Employment
or hot water heater, modern kitchen
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the home of Mrs. Bessie Jackson,
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29.
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"Living
I
and Aluminum Combination Win- evening work of any kind wanted plumbing new copper tubing, hardRockland telephone office.
The
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Harbor
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E.T. LONG, 113 ences.
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and join in the study Bridge in Virginia and Vick
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oil
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electric
hot
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and Gas Range for sale. McLOON
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water heater, modem bath, will
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of
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mother,
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John
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Increase ln demand for our chicks.
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31
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25-Th-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest L. Davis
dall York attended her funeral
of February. March and April
11
CHARLES E. BICKNELL, II
Cockerels available anytime at 5c
which was held at her home in and Mrs. George Davis have gone
White Rocks, straight run 16c. EXPERIENCED MALE RETAIL
Real Estate Broker
Belfast, Monday, Jan. 18. Mrs. to Richmond, Va., to visit Kenneth
i8 L 34
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No tremors in our chicks during 14
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SALES CLERK WANTED!
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88 SUMMER* ST°NE ROCKLAND
York was the daughter of Charles Davis, who is pastor of a church
years in business. Sold out on
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and Mary Colby Randall. She was
black Bullets until Feb. 20. WIL sponsibility for year round employ
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Appraisals
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Thompson
MOT DOW HATCHERY Waldo ment.
Write
"QUALIFICATIborn and lived her girlhood days at
Listings Wanted Anywhere In
boro Tel 91-2
152-18! ANT.” care The Courier-Gazette.
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Nagging backache, loss of pep and energy*
M7
South Montville. She died Friday who were holiday guests of Mr. and
Knox County
4b
45
headaches and dizziness may be due to slow
=====
3tf
7-tf down of kidney function. Doctors say good Jan. 15, aged 61 years. She is sur Mrs. Wayne Steele, Newport, R. I.,
CLAMS wanted. Top prices j
kidney function is very important to good
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for an indefinite time of Mr. and
JAMES S. COUSENS
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G. L. SMALL. Tel. 1O47-W3.
IF you want the best auto body
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NORTH WALDOBORO
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___________ ______________ 8*10
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cause getting up nights or frequent passages.
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Mr. and Mrs. Lynden Lawson and
M. F. Mitchell and family have
Don’t neglect your kidneys if these condi
Business Opportunities
HAVE Your Problems Solved ING'S OARAGE 778 Main Street
tions bother you. Try Doan’s Pills—a mild
son David of Barre, Mass., were moved to Portland.
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and
Dwellings
|
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bM
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weekend guests of Mr and Mrs
IRON, Steel. Metal. Rags and j 170 MAVERICK ST.
TEL. 1538
MERITHEW, 838 Cypress Ave.,
According
to
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old
saying,
there
35-tf K&KXXS Joh11 Daw“n’ Jr" and fam“V'
Ukiah, Calif.
7*9 Batteries wanted MORRIS GOR
DON * SON. 6 Leland St Tel. W«A\\\V\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\W> ter» flush out waste. Get Doan’s Pills todayi i Mr. and Mrs. Fred E Jackson of is a time for all things—but the
VERTICAL (Co
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
123-W
98tf
20- Errora
wise man prefers to tackle one
1-Defies
50- Make a mistake
Motor Tune Up, General Re
21- Divided into thi
5-Pronoun
51- A dental degree
pair Work, Electric and Acetylene
DON’T diacard your old or
thing at a time.
(abbr.)
7-Abstains from food
equal parts
Welding, Tires, Tubes and Ac
antique furniture. Call H. JOHN
52- Debtor (abbr.)
24- Each (abbr.)
11- Rub out
cessories, Regular and Premium
NEWMAN for restoring and re25- Holy Mother Cl
12- Village or homlet
53- Prefix. Before
Gasoline. Diesel Fuel.
Inishing- Aft Masonic St
Tel
54- Grswing out
(Latin abbr.)
13- Crippled
Experienced Men On Both
1106-M.
Itf

Housework

Easy Without

Nagging Backache

1

Repair Work and Welding.
ROLAND A. GENTHNER, Inc.
$6 New County Rd.
Rockland
George W. Gay, Manager
Sales and Service
>
TeL 336
Itf

CROSS

PHARMACY
PRESCRIPTION SERVICE

FEAST SPECIALS

*0

^Western Beef Sirloin Steak. 95c«

Roast Turkey, 95c

At Bob's Lunch or

j!

DRUGS

SUNDRIES

TEL 1204
373 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
92-Tb-tfl

BARGAINS IN REBUILT TRACTORS

Two Doses Before Bedtime
Brings Quick Biassed Relief

•w wwtoti, rebuilt aquipmant (root Sowtfcwartfi sad save with toMy.
eqeipweet rebuilt to factory specifccefeoRi by trained e««iee apecialiata.

AN

Ne. 53-2, CATERPILLAR, D2, 5J
SeriM S.P. equipped with Hystor 02N
53-6,
1931
CATERPILLAR,
D2-30, equipped with Hystor towing
winch. U shop - will bn like new.

Ne. 33-42, CATERPILLAR, DA-44
with practically eew Caterpillar AS dnser
and AA hydraulic control.
No. 33-61, CATERPILLAR, DA-60,
hydraulic angle blade, wiech being rebwilt
in Haatpden shop. Moderate price.

Alan «eny other good med Tractor*, Power Units, Front Eod Loaders and Motor
Grsdert to choose Iron. Moderately priced and "Reedy To Ge.M First come - fcrst
eorvod. Bettor Phoee Now. Photographs ol items ere available on request.

No. 33-37, CATERPILLAR, DA, oq
$2&0^°*k
Nednr. U nperetin

EXCLUSIVE MAINE DISTRIBUTORS
OF “CATERPILLAR" DIESELS

Tractor and Road Machinery Division

SOUTHWORTH
Adv«rtl3e In The Oourier-Oaaette

Bronchial
Coughs!

.VARRTN A VENUE

MACHINE

TEL 4 1424

PORTLAND

CO.
MAINE

Today get a small bottle of BRONCHULINE (any good drug store
has this) take a couple of doses at
bedtime—you'll be amazed at its
fast efficient action. BIIONCHULIXE starts at once to loosen up
thick choking phlegm—soothe the
raw membranes and make breath
ing easier.
Sufferers from persistent irritat
ing coughing spells, whether due to
'’olds or e per bronchial irritati* ns.
will find BROXCHULIXE won
rfully effective. Satisfaction Guar
anteed or money back.

GOODNOW S PHARMACY

26- Greek letter
56-A constellation
50-Angry
27- Stannum (abbi
29- A vegetable
60- Dogma
61- Angler'a basket
30- Knock
21-Till salt (abbr.)
33- lmitate
62- Waoted
22- Noah (Sw.)
63- Evening (Roet.)
34- Poatotsea
23- Regarda with respect 64- Ascenda
3t-Harah
26-Wearing away of
37- Emblem of Na
VERTICAL
38-Plnta (abbr.)
rocks by water
1- To dig
28- Vigor
39- Stupid person
2- To abat*
29- By
40- Kind of dog
3- Btfore
42- A gush of I iquii
31- A compass point
43- Father
(abbr.)
4- Makes sorrowful
5- Full of moisture
44- Fivo hundred i
32- Beaeech
6Combinlng
form.
Ear
45- Mua!cal pipes
33- Residue from flro
7- Aband^ied
44-To sound har
35-A serpent
8- Metrie land meaaura 45- A gem atone (
37-End
9- Comblning form.
39-Deed
49-Appeara
41-A letter
65-Half a score
Spine
43 declared solemnly
10-Giri'a name
56- Corroded
45-Recovera
14-Raaaagoway
57- High card
i17-Seeluded retreats
47-Grav*
St-Portuguesa <

15- ln a greater degree
16-Checka
18- Seven
19- Aet

fimdoy-Thunday-Saturday
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fHOMASTON
News and 8ocial Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
MRS. OEORGE NEWBERT, HIGH ST., TEL. 156-5

The officers of Mayflower
tt Pythian Sisters will hold a recarsal for installation, Friday
tvening, Jan. 22. at 7 o'clock.
Mrs. Laurence Shesler, and Mrs.
Jharies Saear have been elected
immunity
co-chairmen
from
rhomaston for the heart fund
rive scheduled for next month.
Mrs. Danforth Leach and inant daughter. Ann Huntington.
|p-e returned home from Knox
lospital.
Ida Elliot, daughter of Mr. and
,Irs. Edward Elliot, has returned
ionic f.om Kr.cx Hospital.
Mrs. Fred Lovett has returned
ome after visiting her parents,
tr. and Mrs. Lawrence Auiis in
faldoboro.
Robert Blastow, son of Mr. and
[rs. Hollis B astow, is a patient at
inox Hospital.
Sandra Crockett, who has been
surgical patient at Knox HospiJl. has returred to her home cn
forth street.
The Beta Alpha met Mondaylight at the Baptist Church vesfy with 2? members pres .it. After
he business1 meeting, cancer dresangs were made by the group. ReieShments were served by Miss
fellie Tibbetts, Miss Edna Hilt,
drs. Doris Jeffrey, and Mrs. Min.lie Newbert. Next meeting will be
in Feb 1 a: ti." ............
Volunteer workers on the hot
unch program at the Lura l-bb;
Ichool this week are: M:s Ari-c.
itarr, Mrs Jea.i Winslow. Mrs.
tilth Chase. Mrs. Vin.tie Ben.ner.
nd Mrs. Thelma Everett. At the
Ireen Street School: Mrs. May
fewbett, Mrs. Hilda Silver. Mrs.
.Lice Brooks. Mrs. Ada Sanders,
nd Mrs. Saxon DeWolfe.
Jrace Chapter. O E S w il meet
Wednesday evening. Jan. 27 tc
■ack the fend and clothing brought
the las' meeting for the Maonic families ln Europe. Anyone
fishing to donate that has no’
ore so, may still bring articles
"ilied for. to this meeting.

:
The Cheerful Homemakers' 4-H !
Club will meet Tnursaay afternoon I
(today) with their leader, Mrs. i
Elear.or Clark. Mrs Mildred Har
I
jula, clothing leader of the Exten
sion Association, will be guest
speaker.
Knox County Fish and Game
Association will meet Thursdaevening ('today) at the Knights cf
Pythias Hall. A 6 o'clock supper
wil1 be followed by a film and a
guest- speaker.
The Order of Rainbow Girls of
the Rockland Assembly held elec
tion of officers last week Miss
Rae Clark, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Aaron Clark, was elected to
the office of Faith. Miss Marilyn
Benner, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Orrin Berner, was elected treas
urer. Miss Norma Clark, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Clark, was
appointed to the offi.’e of Service.
Mrs. Ardelle Dew of Portsmouth.
N H.. Mrs. Wlnnifred Thurber of
Buttzville. N. J., and Allan Little
of Saracota. F.a. have been called
here by the death of their mother,
Mrs. Ruth Haskell. A sister, Mrs.
Irene Kenrey and a niece, Mrs.
Marian Henderson, both of Boston
are also here for the funeral serv
ices.
The members of the school board
sent questionnaires recently to the
patents in this community con
cerning the present conditions in
the schools, teachers, hot lunch fa
cilities. and other items. At the
dead! ne on Saturday, approximately ore-third of these questknnaires had been returned with
an a.most unanimous disapproval
of the crowded conditions now ex
iting fn the schools, but that the 1
teachers w-re doing the best job
they possibly could under the con 1
ditions.
Me. and Mrs. Jack Lundin and 1
son. Donald, of Houlton were Wed
nesday visitors of Mr and Mrs
Alfred Harjula.
The children of Mrs. Starrel's
grade three have bought $21.60

?ag« Rve
—

worth of savings stamps this week
Tony DeWolfe and Jimmy Melvin
nave enough stamps to get a bond

Mother’s March Leaders Hope To Exceed ’53

BITIARY

Him on f luoridation

There will be a PTA. meeting
at the Lura Libby School Thu-sday (tonight) at 7JO. A film on
the fluoridation of the water sysitm and its reaction on the teeth
will be shown and. Dr. Laurence
Shesler will be present to answer
any questions. There will be a si
lent auction with Mrs. Walt":
Strong. Mrs. Clayton Howard. Mrs
Fcrest Stone and Mrs. Douglas
Brooks in charge. Those expecting
to attend ate requested to bring
an .^expensive. unwrapped gift.
Tne welcoming committee wili be
•Ls. Ralph Carrol! and Mrs. Al
bert Harjulal Refreshments will
b
ived by Mrs. Howard S ack
pole and Mrs. Lenora Davis

,-w

LOUIS T. FISKE
Louis T. Fiske, formerly of Rock■ land, who made his home with his
I daughter, Mrs. Edwin H. Money, 57
I Elmwood Avenue. Attleboro, Mass.,
died Jan. 17. The deceased, who was
. in his 80th year, had been under
' the doctor's care since last July.
Born in Rockland, he had made
his home ln Attleboro for nearly
50 years. His wife. Mrs. Catherine
1 MacLeod Fiske. died in February,
: lf40. He was the son of the late
j James D. and Emeretta (Thorn
dike) Fiske. both natives of Knox
County.
A Jewelry polisher by trade, the
deceased later operated the Fiske
Dairy of Davis Ave. He retired in
1939. Mr. Fiske w-as an attendant
at the First Baptist Church, a
member of Ezekiel Bites lodge, A
F. and A. M. and a past noble
grand of Manchester Unity lodge,
though not a member at the time of
his death, and a former member of
the Elks.
In addition to the daughter, with
whom he lived. Mrs L.zetta Money
he leaves
three grandchildren.
Commun tv leaders ef the Mother's March on Polio met at the Thorndike Hotel in Rockland Tuesday Francis L. F.ske. Edwin L. Money
evening to plan for the fund raising event whieh will lake place the even ng of Thursday, Jan. 28. On that
evening, mothers will march in all communities of the eount., out to collect a greater sum than the 83,885.91 : and Elizabeth F Money; four great
raised last vear. Attending the meeting were Mrs. Harold Dumont of Skowhegan, state women's activities grandchildren. Bruce and Richard
chairman; Nathan C. Fuller. Knox County campaign chairman, and Mrs. Constance MacPhail of Owls Head, and Thomas and Robert Fiske; a
county women's chairman. Pi-lured above are county leaders. Seated from left to right are: Mrs. B. J
sister. Mrs. Karl B. Sturgis of Inter
Pellicani, Warren; Mrs. MacPhail, and Mrs. Harold Putnam, Thomaston. In back; Mrs. Walter Gay, Rock
land. Mrs. Douglas Ladd, Ko.kport, Mrs. J. Hugh Montgomery, Camden and Mrs. Ellena Fredette, Owl's vale, Me., and several nieces and
Hoad.
Photo by Culler nephews.

Annual .Meeting at St. John's

Tne annual Parish meeting cf St
John's Episcopal Church was held
Tuesday night, preceded by par
ish supper. Rev. E O. Kenyon
gave an overall report of the state
of the church for the past year,
after which these officers were
elected: Senior warden. Hollis
Young; Junior warden, George
Hill; clerk. Harold Vannah; treas
urer. Miss Edna Watts: vestrymen.
Ralph Cashing. Reginald Hender
son. Women's Auxiliary: Presi
dent, Mrs. William Spear; vice
president. Mis. Oiva Lampinen;
secretary. Mrs. Hollis Young;
tr<usurer, Miss Lottie Smith.

ROCKPORT
MRS KENNETH WENTWORTH
Correspondent
Telephone Camden 2483

The Jolly-Five Club met Monday
evening at the home of Mrs. Mil
dred Easton. Camden. Television
was enjoyed. The next meeting will
be held Tuesday afternoon, Jan.
26, at the home of Mrs. Helena :
Kenney.
Executive Board. PTA
The Executive Board of the
Rockport PTA held a meeting Mon
day evening at the home of Mr, and
Mrs. Fred Sutherland, Atlantic
Avenue, Camden.
Those present were Mrs. Pearl
Wheeler, Mrs. Mildred Ladd, Mrs.)

Miss Fannie H. Fuller, who has
lived in Boston many years, has recently located in Portland at The
Eastland, joining Miss Minnie
Shepherd.
Mr and Mrs. Lewis Simmons, Sr.,
and Mr. and Mrs. Mulford Sim
mons all of Brunswick were visi
tors Sunday at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Wentworth. Mrs. Went
worth returned to Brunswick with
them for a weeks' visit

...Ultra-New for ’54!

Winifred Barbour. Mrs. Elvie Hud
son and Mr. and Mrs. Sutherland.
The PTA will hold a meeting
Monday evening, Jan. 25. at the
elementary school at 8 p. m.
The guest speaker will be Major
Elmer Barde, an ex-Marlne Corps
Major. He will give an illustrated
talk, also showing seme of his spe
cial sl.des. Refreshments w.U b?
served by West Rcckport members.

Mrs. Matthew Barron of Portland
was guest of her parents. Mr. and

Super 88 lor 1951! I lie (llil-inoliili* so ultra-new in

design . . , so original in style throughout . . .

there's neier been a ear like it before! Ju.-L wail till vou
see its completely new llmlv liv I’isher

that new

lower, longer, lovelier silhouette! The daring new

slant of its panoramic windshield! The dramatic new
Hair in ils sweep-cut doors anil lender-! \ml just

GALA DISPLAY

wail till you drive ihc new 185-horsepower World’s
Record

Bucket’ Engine wiih 8.25 lo 1 compression

ratio—the engine that outperforms, oul-ecnitoinizcs

YOUR

even ihc powcr-lainous "53

WAITER I.ADI)
Waller C Ladd. 69 of Warren
died Monday afternoon in Rock
land.
,
Mr Ladd, a retired postal em
ployee of the New Haven Conn
post office, after 30 years of service
there, came to Warren eight years
ago. where he and Mrs Ladd. *ho
survives h*m, made their home at
th? Ladd homestead, at Malcolm
Corner, now called Mathews CorI ner.
Mr Ladd was born in Warren.
Jan. 17. 1885. son of Frank and
Luella Tower Ladd.
He started his career in the post
office of New Haven. Conn., as let
ter carrier. In 1913. when parcel
post was first started, he was
among the first assigned to deliv
ery. using a motorcycle and side
car.
He later became foreman of ear
ners, at that past office.
He leaves a widow. Mrs. Isabel
Mead Ladd.
Funeral services were held Wernesday (Jan. 20) at the Simmons
Funeral Home here, with Rev.
.Bruce P. Cummings officiating.
Burial will be made at Rivervew
Cemetery in the spring.

SOUTH WALDOBORO

ANNOUNCING llie breath-inking new O?l-inobile

NOW ON

Mrs A. J. Genthner a few days last
week.
Frank Earl is a patient in Knox
Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Currier, Mr,
ar.d Mrs. James Bain. Mr. and Mrs
Steve Patrick, Miss Grace Simmons
were dinner guests Sunday of Nate
Farrell in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis were overnight
gues's of friends in Jefferson last
week.

Rih kct”. l or a completely

new view on modern automobiles, see the thrilling

hew Super ”88’’ . . . on display non! And watch

for Oldsmobile’s new "Dream Ear ”, lhe Classic

Ainelv-l.ight . . . coming lo vour dealer’s soon!

&

MATINICUS

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bunker were
in Rockland one day last week ac
companied by her parents who
have been visiting them, and whe
have returned to their home in
Winthrop. Mass.
Dorian Ames has returned home
from Connecticut where he has
been employed for several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer Ames
made a business trip to Rockland
Thursday.
Henrietta Ames is visiting Mr
ana Mrs. Frank Ames for a few
weeks.
Keith Ames was a recent busir ss caller in Rockland.
Russell Thompson was a recent
supper guest of Mr. and Mrs. Orel
Gehrmann.
LENORA A. CHAPLLN
The death of Miss Lenora Agnes
Chaplin occurred at Bangor Tues
DANCE AT SOUTH HOPE
day following a long illness.
Friday, January 22
Born in Bangor, she attended lo
AND EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
cal schools, and was a graduate of
UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE
j Bangor High School. Miss Chaplin
Grieves Orchestra
Donation 50c was a graduate nurse of the Central
9 It Maine General Hospital at Lewiston
and was a veteran of World War
Camden Theatre One, having served four years in
the Nurse Corps. She was a member
NOW AND FRIDAY ~
of the Merle Delano Post. American
WHIM MS • HIWfflSfSIlKHI Legion of Washington. D. C.. one
of the few women at that time to
become a member of the American
s^fvaBsrawM Legion. For the past few years Miss
Chaplin had done private nursing
l£5jiAS/t> I duty in the eastern Maine area.
Miss Chaplin was a member of
LATEST WORLD NEWS
St. John's Catholic Church, where
COMING TUESDAY, JAN. 26
funeral services were held this
— ON STAGE —
morning at 9 o’clock.
Popular Radio and Stage Stars
Miss Chaplin was District Nurse
THE BAILEY BROS.
And The Happy Valley Boys in Rockland in 1924 and subse
quently was employed as nurse at
9-lt
Knox Hospital. She kept her many

Rockland friendships green through
annual visits here as long as health
would permit.

MRS. GEORGE N. HALL
Mra Bertha May Hall. 76. of
Camden died in Portland Tuesday.
She operated Hall's Restaurant In
Camden for a long period of years
and had been a Portland resident
the past year.
She was born in Martinsville. July
9. 1877, the daughter of Stephen and
Sophronia Clark Gardner.
She is survived by her husband,
George N. Hall of Portland; a
daughter; Mrs Inez F. Colson of
Portland, and a brother, Nelson
Gardner of Tenant's Harbor. Also,
two grandchildren and six great
i grandchildren.
mineral services will be held at
the Gilbert C. Laite Funeral Home
n Camden at 1 o’clock, Friday af
ternoon.
Burial will be ln Tenant's Harbor.

|

.AMDEN
WHS

LENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
Telephone 2197

Gene Howe, who has been a pa
rent at the Camden Community
Hospital, returned to his home on
techanic street, Tuesday.
The Senior Choir of the Chest
nut Street Baptist Church will
ueet at the church Thursday eve
ning for their rehearsal.
Naomi Scw'ng Circle of Maiden
Call Rebekah Lodge will meet
Friday evening at the IOOF hall.
The Camden Community Hospi;al Club will meet at Green Gables
Inn on Thursday (today). M-s.
Jvelyn Hughes will be the hostess.
The Chadavae Club of the Chest
nut Street Baptist Church will:
pnnsor a food sale at CarletonFrench Store on Saturday, Jan.
'3, beginning at 10 o'clock.
S'. Thomas Parish announces
the fo2owing officers to serve for
he
ensuing
year:
Clarence
Tilamn, senior warden; Donald
Hodge. Junior warden; William
Morris. Robert Laite, John Opper,
George Tibbetts, J. Ricker Proctor,
and R. Stanley Thciqson, vestry
men; Luther Goodman, treasurer;
John Opper. assistant treasurer,
Lawrence
Tedford,
Raymond
Leach, and George Tibbetts, dele
gates to the Diocesan Convention.
William Morris will serve as ves:ry and parish clerk.

OWLS HEAD
Emery H. St. Clair who is work
ing in Stonington was home over
the weekend and they had as dinner
guests, Mrs. Warner St. Clair and
son Daniel and daughter, Rebecca
to help celebrate their wedding
anniversary.

These are pleasant evenings for
the man who bought his wife a TV
and his son an electric train.

WALDOTHEATHE
WALDOBORO
TEL. TEmple 2-5345
Every Evening at 8.00. Matinees
Saturday- at 2.00. Sunday at 3.00

LAST TIME TODAY, JAN. 21
Jeanne Crain. Michael Rennie in
•DANGEROUS CROSSING”
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
JANUARY 22-23
Randolph Scott, Phvllis Kirk,
Lex Barker in
“THUNDER OVER
THE PLAINS”
— In Warnercolor —
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
JANUARY 24-25
Robert Taylor, Deborah Kenin

“QUO V.ADIS"

THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
Those Howlinq-Fools in a Brand New Hit!

— In Technicolor —

tt—rr—■arr

9-lt

"JET-HAPPY jamboree of LAFFS...and WAFS!
leoGORCEY
and

n

I

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

THI

BOWERY
joel McCrea

JVONNEDECA’LC
PEDRO ARMENDARIZ

ALLIED'
ARTISTS
PRODUCTION

(etleisi

Huntz
— PLUS —

Car illmlratetl: JQSl Super "Hfl" Holiday I -<Hpe. If lute Sideuall Tim,
oplional al rtlzo cost. I General Molars t ulue.

II

damns

The laugh-loaded salute

MO
SEE

YOUR

NEAREST

OLDSMOBILE

This Great Encore-By-Request Show!

1■

u
7.

II

DEALER

to our P. W. heroes!

i*1—

*

— ——

ii

A UNIicRSAL INIERNAnONAL PICTURE ’

TODAY

if—i

Clark Gable, Ava Gardner

Produced and Directed by

Stalag 17

"LONE STAR"

BILLY WILDER
Wiitten lor the screen by
BILLY WILDER and
EDWIN BLUM “Tj®

— -r—-

Brad on fie play by DouM Bev«n ind Edmund Trjeinjk

FIREPROOF GARAGE

WILLIAM HOLDEN
DON TAYLOR
, OTTO PREMINGER

A

Paramount Picture i

Complete Shows: 1.3O—6J2O—7.40
“Clipped Wings" at; 3.45—6125—9.50
Sulag 17” At: 1.35 and 7.40

Also Audie Murphy
"Red Badge of Courage"

1.30—6.15—7.45
SOON-"K!SS ME KATE"

and "HONDO"

9-lt

9-lt
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Poge Sh

M.SGT. AND MRS. RICHARD

ELHNGWOOD WRITE OF LEAVE

Social Matters
Attorney and Mrs. Christopher
S. Roberts left today for Niantic.
Conr.. to visit her brother ar.d sis
ter-in-law, Com. and Mrs. Ray
mond O. HvJand. On ThursdayMrs. Roberts and Com. Hyland
will attend the launching at Grot
on. Conn., of the USS Nautilus, the
first atomic powered submarine.
The ship will be christened by Mrs.
E’senhower. wife of the president
Or. their return home Sunday they
will be accompanied by their
daughter, M-ss Ruth Roberts, for
a week's visit. She is employed
with the Southern New England
Tel. and Tei. Co.

IN THE BAVARIAN ALPS

Carl Simmons, who has been a
medical patient in the Knox Hos
pital, has returned to his home on
Masonic street. He is making good
recovery from his recent heart at
tack and expects to be out in about
two weeks.
Capt. Mary S. Emery who has
been a medical patient at the Knox
Hospital for several weeks expects
to leave the hospital the latter part
of the week, and will go to Bre
men to recuperate at the home of
her niece. Mrs. Carl Hilton.

Mrs. Archie Bow ley has returned
home from Boston where she
A 3c Charles W. Schofield is a spent the weekend with her daugh
surgical patient in the hospital at ter, Miss Ruth Bowley, R. N.
San Marcos. Texas and would be
pleased to hear from friends. His
Mrs. Carl Simmons has an
address is: A 3c Charles W Scho nounced that the following women
field AF 11259981. 3585 Students will assist her in the Lobby Shop
Sqdn... Gary Airforce Base. San at the Knox Hospital this week:
Marcos. Texas. Box. 1202.
Mrs Gilmore Soule. Miss Charlotte
Buffam, Mrs. Helen Packard. Mrs
Appended are excerpts from a Ferederic Bird, Mrs. Frank Horeyletter dated Jan. 12 from Mrs Cecil seck. Mrs. Francis Orne. Mrs. Ed
Copping in Los Angeles to Mrs win Post. Mrs. Lome Wedlock. Mrs
Lilian Copping. "Our rain start Manuel Carrillo, Mrs. Earle Perry
ed today with a vengeance and wc and Mrs. Joseph Dondis.
have seme of everything thrown
at us. hail, snow, rain, thunder and
Mrs. Jacqueline Van
Hagen,
lightning and an earthquake for daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
good measure. Of course we did Bates, accompanied by her husband
net get the snow but some felt the Ronald, and son Ronald. Jr., left
quake though we didn't in the Saturday for Tracy, Calif., where
shop. Lightning struck the two the family will make their home.
towers of the main airport and
Enroute she will visit her aunt,
knocked out the signal devices.
Mrs. Charles Richards of West
Rain came down so fast it ran off
Boylston, Mass., her uncle Arthur
instead of soaking in as it is so
Bates of Parkersburg, West Virgin
badly needed, however it is rainin’
ia. and her sister, Mrs. Dan Har
steady and may continue.”
ris of Sacremento.

M/Sgt. and Mrs. Richard F.llingwood

M Sgt. and Mrs. Richard EUingwood (the former Stella Young of
Rockland) are at Weisbaden, Ger
many, where M Sgt Ellingwood is
stationed. A picture of the pair is
shown above with the Bavarian
Alps in the background, snapped
during a recent leave, spent in that
scenic area.
In a recent letter to Ma and
Dickie (Mrs Almon M. Young and
Ri-hard Ellingwood, Jr.) Mrs. Ellingwood wrote enthusiastically.

It's a safe bet that the man
spoiled by misfortune would have
been ruined permanently by good
Letter from Stella Ellingwood to
fortune.
her mother Mrs. Almon Young:
Jan. II, 1954
L’dy Knox Beauty Shop will be
It was a wonderful trip, and I
closed Jan. 18 through Jan. 23.
have never seer, such a beautiful
7*9
place. Garmish-Partei.kirchen art
Semi-Annual Shoe Sale now go twin Bavarian Villages nestled right
ing on at the Quality Shoe Shop. in the Alps. There was so much
5-10 snow that you'd think you were at
the North Pole. We stayed at the
Eibsee Hotel—a real Swiss Chalet

FEED
THE BIRDS
- WE HAVE -

Wild Bird Food
2 Iks. 35c
Sunflower Seed

MA’KE MUSIC COMPANY

Hungarian Millet

R. C. A. DEALER

ATV0Ug.seW«e

Radio and Television

Bird Feeders

Sales and Service
TEL. 708

$2.95
Studley

CAME PARTY
G. A. R. HALL
Friday, 'enu.-try 22

Hardware Co.
THOMASTON, MAINE

At 2 P. M.

9-lt

9*lt

SPECIAL LOT!!

(we were only a stones throw from
Switzerland and Austria.)
Monday we skated most of the
day at the lovely skating rink back
of the hotel. Monday night we went
to the ski Jumping exhibition at the
Olympic stadium. It was wonder

IACKIE HUPPER BENEFIT SHOW

TONIGHT OFFERS SEVERAL

OUTSTANDING ACTS, DANCE
The Jackie Hupper benefit and
dance is to be staged this evening
in the Rockland Community Build
ing. The Lions Clubs In Warren,
South Thomaston, Rockport, Thom
aston and Rockland are sponsoring
the event which will earn funds
for the treatment of the Martins
ville boy who has been crippled
three years.
The entertainment wil! open with
a half-hour concert by the St.
George High School Band from 8 to
830
Promptly at 8 30. several stage
acts will be presented. First will be
talented Barbara Brazier in a se
ries of acrobatic dances. The Rock
land High freshman is well known
in tlie area for her skills in the
dancing fields and can be depended
upon to give a fine show.
Henry Laukka of Warren will ap
pear with a quartet, and will also
present acts in pantomine and com
edy songs. The group is reported to
be a hilarious one and having a real
performance to entertain the crowd.
Bob Laite of Camden will appear
with the Barbershop Quartet of the
Camden Lions Club Good singing

NEW STUDENTS CAN STILL ENROLL FOR THE

MID-WINTER TERM
Rockland School of Commerce

OVERCOATS — TOPCOATS
VALUES $40.00 to $55.00

Telephone 148

245 Main Street

7&9

PRICE OR TWO FOR

4/

/2

THE PRICE OF ONE
Madelyn Oliver Drinkwater's
OUR TAILOR SHOP
AT YOUR SERVICE

SCHOOL OF THE DANCE
ANNOUNCES
All Classes Will Be Held In the

'OFFINS
MENS

BOYS

ANO

Tower Room - Community Bldg.

CLOTHING

/> ' FURNISHINGS SHOES AND UNIFORMS J
389

MAIN

5T

ROCKIAND

ME

’

Beginning Saturday, Jan. 23
9-lt

mow

ful. Tuesday We took the cable car
up to the "Krauseck”—one of the
Alps and spent the day skiing..
Tuesday night we went to ''The
Casa Carioca," a service men’s
club and saw a wonderful ice revue.
Wednesday we were all lame from
skiing so just walked around and
took pictures and enjoyed the scen
ery. There was a dance at the ho
tel Wednesday night so we went to
celebrate Dick's birthday. There
was a real Tyrolian Bavarian floor
show. It was swell—they sang and
vodeled and danced—dressed in
real Bavarian costumes. The men
had on “lederhose” and knee length
stockings.
Thursday we took a bus tour to
Cber2mmergau”—where the Pas
sion Play is presented every 10 years
by the people in the village. Then
we went to "Linderhax”—the castle
of King Ludwig n of Bavaria (he
was insane and he built the castle
all in gold)—its really something to
see. Prom there we went to St.
Benedictine Monastery in the vil I
lage of Ettal. There are 300 boys
there at the school—taught by the
mor.ks and there Is a beautiful
church 600 years old. There is no I
heat in the German Churches and
the holy water was frozen solid. I ’
should think the people would
freeze when they go to mass. Fri
da}- we spent on the ski slopes at
the Eibsie and had lunch at the
ski lodge in front of a big fireplace.
Saturday we took a sleigh ride up
to the "Flume,” a big gorge in the
mountains—It is beautiful. There
are waterfalls running down the
sides of the mountain gorge and
you can imagine what a sight it
was.
We left early Sunday morning
for home and got to Wuishadler
about 8 o’clock.

will prevail when this group is on
the stage for Camden is known for
its male singing group, and Laite
known as the leader.
Bruce Gamage, who has a full
routine of tricks to delight an aud
ience is one of the featured acts.
He has several times appeared at
Grange and other club functions in
the area and is considered a top
entertainer.
Wives of the Lions will operate a
refreshment booth in the building
during the show and dance, which
follows the entertainment.
Other activities of the five clubs
in raising the $2,000 necessary for
surgical treatment for Jackie Hup
per include two cooked food sales
to be held this afternoon in Thom
aston and Rockland.
Ladies of the Rockland. Rockport
and South Thomaston clubs will
hold a sale at Meredith’s Furniture
Store at 1.30 p. m. In Thomaston,
wives of Thomaston and Warren
Lions will offer their pastries in a
sale to be held at Donaldson’s and
also opening at 1.30.
Davis Funeral Home of Thomas
ton and Ro-kland has offered use
of the firm's ambulance to transport
, Jackie to the Boston Hospital where
the surgery will take place. Darold
Hocking of the Thomaston club will
drive and Mrs. Hocking, who is a
registered nurse, will pttend Jackie.
The initial gifts fund has gone
well over the $5C0 Lions sought. In
fact it touches $550.73 this morning
with some still due, which may put
it over $600. Two donations have
come in by mail from out of state,
one from Connecticut and another
from Florida.
The Initial gifts fund as it stands
this morning, Is recorded below:
Donations to date
$445.73
Knox Distributors
5.00
A Friend
5.00
Camden Lions Club
50.00
Puritan Rebekah Lodge 59
5.00
Maude Shea
10.00
Harry M. Pratt
10.00
Woodcock's Market, Thomaston
5.00
A Friend
5.00
In Memory of Wallace R.
Baker
1000

Tueiday-Thunday-Saturdoy

FITZGERALD-NIEMI NUPTIALS
WALDOBORO
MRS

RENA CROWKLl

Corresoondent
Telephone Temple 2-9261
Mrs. Delmer Heyer. Is a surgical
patient at the Maine General Hos
pital. Portland.
Robert Durey, representing the
Sawyer-Barker Co., Portland was
in town Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. William Freeman
were in Jefferson Saturday evening
Mrs. Rena Orowell. is still con
fined to her home by illness.
U. S. Wincapaw was in Union
recently.
Robert Hanrahan has returned to
his duties on the Tanker Lake
Charles at Seaweran. N. J.
Mrs. Russell Cooney of "October
Farm” will sail Thursday from
New York, for Menton, France.
Miss Dorothy Spicer has gone to
Portland where she will start her
duties as telephone operator.
Don’t forget to put your porch
light on January 28, for “The Moth
er’s March of Dimes.”
Mr. and Mrs. Cedric Achorn, and
Mrs. Alva Achorn have returned
from Marlboro, Mass.
Mrs. Arthur Brown, will enter
tain the Bridge Club Thursday eve
ning.

Miss Annie II. Niemi, daughter of Mrs. Ida N. Niemi of Warren, and
Private First Class Norman E. Fitzgera’d, L'.S.A., son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ham- Filigerald of South Main Street, Rockland, were married in a
civil ceremony Sunday by Mrs. Ruth Cross, deputy city clerk. The couple
a ere attended bv Helen and Arthur Stanley. Mrs. Fitzgerald, has returned
lo her work in Svosset, N. Y„ while her husband left Tuesday for Camp
Pickett. Va., where he is stationed. He is a veteran of three and onehalf years service in Germany and eight months in Korea.

cia lion held in Portland this week
w*ll be attended by local represen
tatives.
Seven Tree Grange regular
meeting Wednesday evening Jan.
27. A feature of the evening will
be a scotch auction.
Orient Chapter. OES is hold
ing a card marty Saturday eve
UNION
ning at Masonic dining room for
MRS FLORENCE CALDEKWOOL benefit of March of Dimes at 8
Correspondent
! p- m.
Telephone 10-94

comforters and patchwork, the
old-fashioned quilting bees and
social events. Mrs. Agnes Creigh
ton an<t Mrs. Christine Barker
sang 'Quilting Party.” Old quilts
were on display and the story and
age of each told. Although a small
attendance, it was considered a
wry enjoyable afternoon. Hos
tesses serving coffee, doughnuts
and cheese were, Mrs. Doris Rob
bins .Mrs. Marie Butler and Mrs.
Mattie Abbot. The February meet
Women's Community Club
ing will be held in the evening,
| Woman's Community Club held
subject to be announced later.
Mrs. L. S. MdEiwee and Mrs. R
its meeting for January, Tuesday
M. McKinley will hold a dessert
Church Notices
afternoon at the Methodist ves
card party on Wednesday, Jan. 27
try. A business meeting and many
Services Sunday. Jan. 24 at the
at the home of Mrs. McElwee.
items of interest were discussed. Methodist Church with Rev. Jesse
Dessert will be served at 1 p. w.
The c'ub voted to contribute to the Ker.derdine. All are glad to wel
A donation of $1 00 per person will
March of Dimes, a care package come ths pastor back and it is
benefit the March of Dimes. The
to Ecuador, and contribute to the hoped a good attendance Sunday
public is cordially invited. Make
International .project. A new form at 10 45 a. m. at the momtr-g,
reservations esriy with either hos
i of by-laws were presented th? service.
tess.
club to be studied and accepted
The sermon topic for the morn
Wednesday evening. Jan. 27 at. 8 later. A g-ft of books for the local ing service at the Church of the
p. m. at the Thompson Memuria' library for the children’s shelf Nazarene will be “In the Hands of
dining room, a meeting for the was voted upon. The club accept God.” At the evening service the
citizens of Union interested in ed an invitation to meet with topic will be 'Tlie Beginning Of
town managership will hear Prof R ckland clubs in March.
Knowledge.”
Gerald Grady of Orono discuss the
The program committee, Mrs.
subject. It is earnestly desired that Martha Fuller and Mrs. Esther
The trouble with most people is
the townspeope become acquaint Keating presented an interes'ing that they like to do as they please
ed with this matter.
subject on “Quilts.” Papers were and like it beter with a little oppo
Maine Agricultural Fair Asso read on the originality of quilts, sition.

INNERSPRING

MATTRESSES

$550.73

^Back-

breaking
Bills
*25 to *1200

„
Life Insurance al no

vtAtKC (M&f
OR OTHIt RIANS

additional cost.
Cleon up all of those pesky bills.

Then, too, you can get extra money

Get money to pay them all ot

for medical ond dental bills, cloth,

once, then spread repayment

ing, repairs or other expenses, let

over o number of months

. . you

SKI BOOTS
Sold For 23.50

NOW

$10.00 pr.

us know how much you need.

choose just how many

PHONE

Men’s
“BASS”
Professional

Upholstered Matching

Box Spring — Some Price I

Supposing we leave out all the fancy adjectives and tell you in plain, simple language that
we're having a big mattress sale. Simmons is on every label . . . It's the name we hear
more than all others put together.. . that tells you we're talking quality. Here are the
features. . . . attractive covers . . . sturdy innerspring construction ... big fat layers of
felt and sisal upholstery ... thickly padded border... ventilators to breathe fresh air...
guess you'd better come in and see for yourself how much your dollar will buy. Make it
early though, because Simmons mattresses just don't stay with us more than a day or two.
Upholstered matching Box Spring — Same Price!

DON'T MISS THIS BARGAIN
• WRITE

• COME IN

359 Main Street, 2nd Floor
Above Leightons Jewelry Store

Phone: 1720

PUBLIC LOAN

■■■■■CORPORATION OF ROCKLAND■■■■■■■

McLAIN'S

SHOE STORE
432 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND
•-it

BURPEE Furniture Co.
361 AAAIN STREET

TEL 1520

ROCKLAND. MAINE

toHday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courter-Gantlt, Thursday, January 21. 1954

Maine's Sardine
Pack Low In '53—
Looks Good For '54
Production of standard cans of
Maine oil and mustard sardines for
the 1953 season was 1.845.000 cases,
according to official figures re
leased by the industry's Augusta of
fice recently. Executive Secretary
Richard E. Reed said that this was

the second shortest pack since 1938.
and that 1951 with 1,600,000 cases
still held the scarcity of fish record
for the 16 year period.
The figures also showed an addi
tional output of 320.000 cases of 5,
8. 15 and 16 ounce oval and round
cans in mustard, tomato and other
packing mediums for an industry
wide total production of 2.165.000
cases.
In 1952, Maine’s 43 plants packed
3,200.000 cases, while in 1950 they

broke an all time record by turn
ing out 3.900.000 cases, or 390.000.000
cans. Average pack for the past 10
years has been about 2.700.000
cases.
Reed said that the industry's na
tionwide market was well supplied
at the present time, despite the
shortage, but that inventories were
dwindling fast and that a complete
sell-out before the new packing
season opens next April was indi
cated.

Washington County, traditionally
the sardine capltol of the UJB.A.
was hardest hit as substantial runs
of fish failed to show throughout
the season, but other counties to
the west saw nearly normal pro
duction. he stated

Friendship People Move For Highway Junction Change
VFW Claims
Hilltop Junction
A

A Death Trap

si/X/

Make a New Year's resolution to
The Veterans of Foreign Wars
drive safely day by day and mile
by mile—for a no-accident 1954.
Post at Friendship has moved to
have the hazardous highway junc
I Advertise in The Courier-Owsette
tion where Routes US 1 and 97
meet in South Warren corrected
Luther Wotton. Friendship se
I.—lectman, moved this week to peti
.f
tion the state for a change. He made
the move as a private citizen, but
, was promptly supported by the
, other selectmen who now plan to
I issue an official letter to the State
j
I Highway Commission.
Members of Stone-Scott-Watson
,.i4|
. Post VFW have five petitions in as
many stores in the community.
, People of the area may sign them
at Archie Wallace's store. Wlnchenpaw General Store. B B Jameson's,
i S E. Prior’s and Rena Fales' store.
Wotton pointed out that he has
knowledge of no less than a dozen
„ Ac a P°°nd
I serious accidents at the junction.
&
[ the most recent being that in which
» *ear A9°
Mrs Lela Rodamer of Friendship I
from •
i was injured.
The Route 1 and Route 97 junction in South Warren as the driver sees it. Top picture shows the ap
Friendship people
have ap- proach from Thomaston as he nears the hilltop and the left turn into Route 97. The bottom photo shows
' proached the blind junction with how little view the driver approaching from Warren has of the junction Into which the other driver is turning.
gTeat caution for years, Wotton\
FRYERS or BROILERS. Down 2c lb from Year Ago
' said, but even then the most cau
1
tious have been injured and their
ready to cook lb
i cars damaged. Many strangers have
ROASTING, Plump, Meaty Down 6c lb from Year Ago
i sustained serious losses to vehicles
i and received severe injuries.
AJ
The accompanying pictures show
j
the
approaches
to
the
junction,
NATIVE, Young, Plump
j which is near Spear's Garage and
t.
I at a hilltop. The top picture was
: taken with the camera at the level
Freshly Ground Down 7c lb from Year Ago
i of the driver's eyes as he approached
i the junction, driving toward War2bs83‘
i ren. It will be noted that it is im
Boned & Rolled If Desired Down 4c lb from Year Ago
possible to see beyond the junction
on US 1. The camera was 50 feet
from the stop sign on Route 97.
The bottom picture was taken on
Fresh
Fresh—Plump for Stewing
US 1 looking toward the Junction,
j It will be noted that there is no
Haddock Fillets « 49c | Oysters
79c
possibility of seeing a car approachI Ing from Thomaston, and making
. the turn Into Route 97. This pic; ture was also taken at driver's eye
j level and a distance of 50 feet from
■
All U. S. Fancy State of Maine, 2’/2" and Up
the stop sign.
The VFW members advocate the
3- 35c
■/
, changing of the junction so that it
; will enter Route 1 near the South
CORTLAND
I Warren bridge. They suggest leav
DELICIOUS
ing Route 97 near the property of
Marcellus Orne. and making an
(Continued on Page Eight>
CALIFORNIA NAVEL—GOOD SIZE
Photos by Jura

Serve Beef This Week-End

r cut

supch

H/i/tmr

ROASTS

< e*

- «*»

57c

CHICKENS

-69

CHICKENS ~.

DUCKLINGS

55‘

HAMBURG

fov/l

biUMP iah-ic fed,

YOUNG. PlUMF,
Cook
Ready »o

- 39c

LAMB FORES

16

Maine Apples On Parade!

i|

McIntosh

ORANGES

KETCHUP
Finest—Mode With Whole Tomatoes

ond Choice Spices

POWER

ooz

TOPPED AND WASHED

PKGS

ANDY BOY CRISP PASCAL

CELLO
PKG

BOTS

'Hoi, ^b>unk." and lie eMeasittf,"

Save 5c On Each Con With Special Label

Gorton's

r

CELLO

CARROTS
CELERY

14-OZ

2

TIGHT THIN SKINNED
GOOD SIZE

TANGERINES

CODFISH CAKES

With Citrus Fruits and Juices

16‘

CAN

/»

& 33

FINAST SEGMENTS

heavy syrup

Hi-C Orange Drink
Grapefruit
JU,CI

Timber Lake, Chunk Style
CAN

Orange Juice SUGAR ADDED

16-OZ

Pink Salmon

CAN

Orange Juice

Finast, Fancy N Y. State

2

16-OZ

cans

AlC

31c

I QT 14 FL AflC
OZ CAN

"TOR" GARDEN

FROZEN

X7

6 OZ
CANS

In three great Hudsons, with

prices starting near the lowest!
/< z " -i-

49c

16-OZ

Apple Sauce

CANS

POPCORN TONIGHT?
It's Great Mode With Finast Popcorn
Popped in Kratt Salad Oil

Finast Popcorn

17‘

Kraft Salad OH E 39‘

15-OZ OCC
3 LITTLE KITTENS
3 £& 23c
2 CANS
*0
4-oz 79c
BURNETT'S VANILLA EXTRACT
38c
BOT ZZ
2-OZ q/C
BURNETT'S EXTRACTS
BOT JO
16-OZ f\qC
STRONGHEART DOG FOOD
3 CANS dCT
Oj-OZ AOC
VICTOR SHRIMP
CAN
OV
74,-OZ afC
CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIES
NABISCO
PKG
I PT IOFLOZ
COLLEGE INN
TOMATO JUICE COCKTAIL
BOT
LB ^qC
KRAFT CARAMELS
USE THEM IN COOKING TOO!
PKG OT

Mnutsue
PLAIN
SUGAR
CINNAMON
OLD FASHIONED
OR CHOCOLATE

c

SOFTEX

TOILET
TISSUE
Ask How to Get Attractive $2.50 Value Block

Print Cobbler Apron for Only 75c and Wrappers
from 2 Rolls of Diamond Softex Tissues

SG6 2V

1000 SHEET
ROLLS

MADE FROM AN OLD NEW ENGLAND RECIPE

SPICE CAKE - 29'
Betty Alden — Wonderful With Cold Cuts

Cracked Wheat Bread ^'15*

AU~

wrapped in glamour

31

1 QT I4FL IgC
°
OZ CANS “f J
2,QT,4FL

FLORIDA

Cloverdale, Alaskan

ft

tcan°

JUICE

6'A-OZ

White Tuna

•.

Grapefruit ,n

Nabisco, Crispy Snack Favorite

Ritz Crackers

f

White Breed

- 'IS'

Lipton's Soups
CHICKEN, NOODLE OR PKG OF
TOMATO VEGETABLE
3 ENV

ONION

^15*

Sov» 10c oo Kroft Parmesan
Cheese with Coupon Inside Eoch
Packoge ot Lipton's Onion Soup
Prices fK-e-Hv at First National Super Markets in This Vicinity

FIRST

NATIONAL

STORES

■ / - ----- -

New lower price for this 1954
Hudson Hornet Hollywood Hardtop:

ome

see these exciting Hudsons!

C Five-feet high from road to rooftop,
and glamour in every inch. Drive one!
—you’ll quickly know why it’s the
liveliest fine car you’ve tried. Own one!
—its new Instant Action Engine with
Super Induction will thrill you for
years with instant power response at
any point in the driving range.

You’ll find that because of exclusive
"step-down” design with its low center
of gravity, a Hudson hugs the road
tightly; is safe beyond any other car
you’ve driven. Perfected Power Steer
ing* and Improved Power Brakes*
leave you nothing to do but drive and
enjoy it. Visit us soon. We’ve a new
1954 Hudson waiting for you.
•Available at extra coat on various modela.
Standard trio and other specifications and
aeceaaoriee subject to change without notice.

HUDSON HORNET
HUDSON

WASP

Spectacular running mate of the
Hudson Hornet, gives you Hornetlike glamour and power in the lowmedium price field: at a new lower
price for 1954.

HUDSON

•7Z7

Compact, economical edition of the
Hornet, with outstanding gas economy
and handling ease. Has the amazing
roadability of the Hornet. Prices start
near the lowest.

THREE OF A KIND... in Glamour, Performance, and

Quality

TOP VALUE WHEN YOU BUY. . .TOP VALUE WHEN YOU TRADE I

SIMMONS GARAGE
10 Lindsey St.

-

-
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“Quit Your Kiddins” To

Sla8ed

Thomaston Seniors Thomaston Stays
In K-L Flag Race

With Friday Win

RUMMAGE SALE ON SATURDAY
Band practice at Rockland High Coakley and James Brown, the
School is going full blast untie principal of South School. They
the leadership of Tony Palleria ' wish that all Interested parents ot
and there has been a decided in high school and junior high school
crease in the number of bandsmen. ' kids get in touch with anyone of
Heretofore, whenever the Tigers' them for they want more helpers.
The new club, which will soon
band paraded down Main stfeet
a' best they turned out the con ■ be rc-organized, has already a
ventional 28-piece band; good, of | definite goal. That is to raise $500
course, but not nearly as potent as within four months. The money
some of bigger bands that have is to be used to equip those bands
appeared recently at a couple of men now lacking uniforms with
the state conventions held at such, in time for them to get used
to them and enable them to strut
Rockland
Pirec on by a desire to show the their stuff at the annual music
state that Rockland can do just festival, usually held In May, and
as well as some of the others, the this year probably in Skowhegan,
kids have launched a recruiting j They want Rockland to have a
campaign and that so successfully band that in size, appearance, and
that today there are 54 players re ability to play does not have to
porting fcr periodical practice. ! take a back seat from any other
That makes for good music but band in the state. Not only that,
since there are only 28 uniforms but with the Centennial eoming
of assorted sizes available it was along this summer, and bigger and
necessary to plan another cam better Seafoods Festival planned,
paign to alleviate this sad state of a bigger and better appearing band
affairs. Again, the kids played it would be an asset.
How are they going to raise the
smart and enlisted the help and
money? Not exactly with their hat
effort of their mothers.
There once was a band parents in hand but almost so. They ask
club, but somehow, after it for the support of the commun
achieved its goal, it became ity, not just of the interested par
Inactive. At the -urging of the ents, and they plan to have
band members a committee has rummage sale, benefit concerts, tag
been formed to rejuvenate the sales, and what have you.
The first rummage sale for the
club. Mis Edwin Scarlott is the
chairman of that committee anti benefit of the band uniforms will
her helpers are Mrs. Carroll Mer be on Saturday, at 9 o'clock, a,t thc
rill, Mrs. Vivian Lord, Mrs. Robert Congregational Church.

Grade Four—Mrs. Bangs

Brian Jordan left last Thursday
for a trip to Florida with his par
ents.
Gloria Chase won the spelling
championsthip from Ronald Lin
scott.
Paul Alden brought a huge pine
cone from the Southern Pines of
North Carolina to compare with
our variety.
Patricia Hughes and Ronald
Linscott have had birthdays re
cently.
Our reading group in “Finding
New Neighbors" especially enjoyed
the movie last week on Pueblo
Indians.
Grade Four—Mrs. Pendleton

Katherine Gray has the only
January birthday in our room.
On Tuesday afternoon we saw
an excellent movie on Pueblo In
dians. We have already studied
about the Navajos and learned
that it was the Pueblos who helped
them to establish themselves in
this new land when they migrated
from Western Canada.
Grade Five—Miss

Luce

Our Christmas party was a great
success
Eugene Hurtubise and
Banford Delano were chairmen
of an excellent program commit
tee. each member of the class tak
ing part. Brownies, ice cream and
candy canes were served by thc
mothers of the class.
Special
thanks should go to Mrs Kunesh
and Mrs. Boothby for their time
and effort.
We also had a New Year's pro
gram called "The Parade of the
Months.”
Joseph Gallant was
chairman of this fine program
Kathryn Small is attending
South School.

cement.

The following students have
been elected by the class to pre
pare an element display: Ronald
Fow'.es, John Halt Penelope Kaler,
Robert Ripley, John Stratton, and
Jean Witham.
Juiith Athearn and Ruth Rowl
ing are celebrating birthdays this
month .
Grade Six—Miss Arrington

Billy Eaton brought in some
tangerines and a coconut from
Florida, some interesting post
cards, and a booklet about Wash
ington, D. C.
Carol Sulin. Bonnie Rackliff.
and Barbara French make up the
bulletin board committee for tins
month.
Barry Ellis brought in a copper
specimen for 6C»ence class aixl
Jeamne Proctor a book on Egypt
for social studies class.
Pamela Hubbard brought in
rings from Japan and a chart
showing the flags of the United
Nations.
Lorraine Robinson and Arthur
Fish are celebrating birthdays this
month.
Grade Six—Mrs. Chapman
The sixth grade wishes to extend
its thanks to all who helped in
making the Christmas party a suc
cess.
A mural depleting stagecoach
days also' brie of clipper ships has
been finished by groups in read
ing. The murals are now on dis
play.

The Searsmont P.T.A. will spon
sor a game party at the Grange
Hall, Jan. 29 for the benefit of the
hot lunch program. Prizes and re
freshments available. Admission
is to be vegetables and canned
goods. For further requirements
see posters in both stores or call
Mrs. Lester Stearns.
At the regular P.TA. meeting
Jan. 15, there were 21 present.
During the business meeting the
P.T.A. decided to buy storm win
dows for Mrs. Anderson’s room,
and to make benches for play
tables for the gym.
(1); Moody, c; Webber, lg, 7;
Bangs, lg; Cook, rg, 1 (4); Hilton,
rg.
Thomaston
17 32 42 50
Wiscasset
9 21 33 41
Referees: Holden. Leonard.

Por social items in The CourierGazette Phone 1044. City.
tf

FOR CLEAN BURNING
!
Thomaston High seniors study their parts for thr three act
comedy "Quit Your Kidding” which they will present at Watts Hall
the evening of Wednesday. Feb. 10. They are directed by Miss Lor
raine Curry, English teacher in the school. Income from the play
will he used for the annual class trip to Washington in thr spring
vacation.

12 Point Win

a mural illustrating a harbor city.
Robert Murgita gave an interest
ing report on the manufacturing
of cement. He displayed samples
of materials and pictures illus
trating the development of the

For lunches

Thomaston stayed right on the
heels of Boothbay Harbor as a re
sult of their win over Waldoboro
50-41 Friday night at Thomaston.
This was by far Waldoboro's best
game of the season, even though in
defeat.
Thomaston jumped off to an
eight point lead in the first period
; and it was a dogfight the rest of
the way as the Prisontowners
fought to hold their margin, finally
winning out by nine points 50-41.
j The Thomaston girls made it a
clean sweep as they edged out a
38-30 win over the Waldoboro
lassies.
Thomaston (60): D. Stone, lf,
5 (1); Mayo, lf; Benner, lf, (1);
Sawyer, rf, 9 (1); Durrell, rf; Elliott,
rf, 1 (1); Gordon, c; McFarland,
lg; A. Stone, lg, 2; Moody, rg, 2 (1);
Jameson, rg, 3 (1); Melgard, rg.
Waldoboro (41); Johnson, lf, 1
<9i; Sukeforth, lf; Wallace, rf, 4;
Field, rf, 1; Jones, rf; Levensaler, c,

Union Built Up

PURCHASE STREET SCHOOL

Searsmont PTA
Raising Funds

Over A.H.S. Friday
Union defeated Appleton 51-39 in
a Bulwer League game played at
Union Friday night. For Union, it
was their third league triumph in
four starts.
Little Bob Austin again was high
point man for Union as he gar
nered 17 points, three more than
Mervyn Mank of Appleton.
Union increased a nine point
spread at the end of the first
quarter to 17 at the end of three
periods and coasted in with subs
playing most of the last period.
In the first game the Union
girls won over the Appleton co-eds
38-29.
Union (51): W. Jacobs, lf, 1 (3);
Marrmer, lf; Austin, lf, 6 (5); Cal
derwood, rf; Creamer, c, 5 (1);
Gordon, c; Atherne, lg, 2 (2); E
Jacobs, lg; Barker, rg, 5 (2); Col
lins, rg.
Appleton (39): Mank. lf, 7; Reed.
If; A. Sprowl, rf. 3 (4); Fuller, rf;
R. Sprowl, c. 4 (3); Ratten, Hart,
lg: Gushee, rg, 2.
Union
14 24 39 51
Appleton
5 14 22 39
Referees: Flanagan, Braley.

represented half of their game
total.
South Bristol’s high point pro
ducing period was the first as they
came through with 29 while holding
Warren to one lone field goal.
South Bristol (68): Eugley, lf, 2;
Dennis, lf; R House, rf, 6 (1);
Hasson, c, 10 (1): Donnellan, c, 4;
Selders, lg, 5: Kelsey, rg, 6.
Warren (14); Waters, lf, 2 (3);
Peabody, rf, 1; Colburn, c, 1; Gam
mon, lg, 1 (1); Payson, rg.
South Bristol
29 45 51 68
Warren
2 6 9 14
Referee: Dearborn.

Camden Double

Winner Over
Wiscasset Squads
In a game played at Wiscasset
Friday night Camden won their
fourth Knox-Lincoln contest as
against two defeats by registering
a 58-26 win over Wiscasset. Coach
Beryl Leach, substituting freely
throughout the game, used his en
tire 12 man squad.

In the front row, left to right, are: Kathleen Libby, Eddie
Bodman. James MacMillan. Donna Rogers and Doris Ifemy.
In back are: James Durrell, Richard MacFarland. Janice Putnam.
Maida Jenkins, Louise Jones, Kay Keizer and Linwood Moody.
All
are seniors with the exception of Moody.
Photo by Jura

The scoring was very evenly di
vided for the Mustangs with every
man but one scoring at least one
point. Camden’s all court press
bothered Gene Stover’s Redskin five
to the point that they were able
to collect only 26 points after 32
minutes of action.
Barbara Crabree and Mary Ben
nett led the Camden girls to a 55-22
decision over the Wiscasset lassies
to maintain their unblemished
record. Barb and Mary had 21 and
16 points respectively.
Camden <58<: Dinsmore, If, 2 (2);
Wheaton, lf. 3 (1); Whitehouse, If,
4 (2); Christie, rf. (1); Dean, rf,
3 <21; Hamalainen, c, 3 (1); Rivard,
c. 2; Knight, lg, 1 (2); Leonard, lg.
(2); Blake, lg; Davis, rg, 2 (3);
Arau, rg, 1.
Wiscasset (26): Blagdon, lf, 1 (2);
Lewis, lf, (1); Colby, lf; Curtis, rf.
(2); Grover, rf; Jordan, rf; Cowley,
c, 1 <2); Dowling, c, 1 (4); Morrill,
lg, (2); Fahey, lg: Shea, lg; Rankin,
rg, 1 (5); Maybury.
Camden
14 25 48 58
Wiscasset
5 10 21 26
Referees Porter, Buckley.

€sso

Friendship People
from Page Seven)
easy swing in the new road to al
low a natural sweep of traffic into
Route 1, a safe distance from the
(Continued

bridge.

HEATING OIL

Friendship people intend to pre
sent the five petitions to the state
highway commission and the Gov
ernor. They are also seeking the
aid of residents of Cushing, Warren
and Thomas’on who use the busy
highway to and from the penninsula in which Friendship and Cush
ing are located.
Commander of the VFW Post is
Dr. Frank Richardson, who has chi
ropractic offices in Friendship and
Rockland. He will forward the pe
titions of post members to VFW
state headquarters, for presenta
tion to the governor and highway
commission as an official act of the
VFW in Maine.

WITH AUTOMATIC DELIVERY
CALL

Superior Gas & Oil Co., Inc.
Tel. Rockland 1251 or 1239

Rockland Fuel Co.
Tel. Rockland 72

Dunn and Elliot Co.
Tel. Thomaston 5

Mayhew Fuel Service

This is the time of year when we 1
all regret that we don’t have an
other vacation to spend in the
sunny south.

Tel. Camden 2321

&

South Bristol 54

Points Better
Than Warren
Warren proved no match for
South Bristol in an interdivisional
Bulwer League match as they lost
68-14 at Warren Friday night.
In the preliminary the South
Bristol girls won over Warren 50-22.
Four of the five Bristol starters
hit in the double figures with Don
Hasson's 21 points being high.
Water's seven points for Warren

Grade Five—Miss Clark

Robert Cross, Richard Young,
and Robert Young have completed

nrnm

' On watch
i- c p air*
TkatfvRRHig new ?954 Buick Surra Riviera, moafer buy in fha

One look settles 11-

THIS

Buy of the year is BUICK
rE knew them for great automo

Wbiles the moment we saw them.
Your watch represents an important in
vestment. Don't take chances on repair
work. Bring your watch here where all
work is scientifically checked on a . . .

S^SSi
[Pick Tow Owa Payments
115 Mo. Plan

Your watch "prints"
a record oi its own
performance

24 Mo. Plan

$20.79
44.32
59.51

$

30.60

PROVING

40.77

the efficiency of
our work

loons of o»hor omowntt, or for other
periods, ore in proportion.
(Mo.)

► Your loan is made for your bene
fit .. . payment dates fit paydays.
Phone, write, come in.

U«m $25 to

$2500

rPl\Cfnaf

But it turns out we have a far bigger
hit on our hands in the new 1954
Buicks than we ever figured.

Folks in a steady stream come into
our showroom, look over these glam
orous new beauties, and tell us—with
signed orders—that Buick’s really the
beautiful buy, hands down.

ASK US TO TEST YOUR WATCH, FREE

It's the biggest new-car excitement

NEW WATCHES SIMILARLY TESTED
BEFORE YOU BUY THEM TO ASSURE
AGAINST MECHANICAL IMPERFECTIONS

in a long, long time—and you ought to
take a look at it, firsthand.

Because one look at the sensational
new styling of these breath-taking
Buicks shows them to be the freshest
new automobiles in years.
One look into the modern interiors—
and through that spectacular new
back-swept windshield — firms the
conviction.

One look at the new V8 power story,
the new ride story, thc new handlingease story— practically wraps up thc
sale.
And then, one look at the prices—one
eye-opening experience with the

HIOHESTPOWEIED CAR at

its price in America it the
new 200-hp Centuiy—exem
plar of Buick's outstanding
values for 1954.

hottest values to be brought on the
American automotive market in 1954
— clinches Buick as the buy of the
year.
Gome in and see for yourself —thc
sooner, the smarter.
WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT

BUICK WIU BUILD THEM

TSS"
FI NANCE

M flMr • (Frtuttbrtli M«anri*l IM|)
356 MAIN STREET
Phene: 1133 • Rockland, Ma.
Miles R. Sawyer, YES MANager

Imm

niddle-prico i

mfc t. rnidmf, «t all turrwndin, Imt
, Soall Laa. State). Lttwnt Ra. 33
laaat alta ataRa b, anil

y

s
4

JEWELERS

OPTICIANS

WATCH INSPECTORS SINCE 1914

C. W. HOPKINS & SON, Inc.
712. MAIN STREET

TELEPHONE 1000-W

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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KNOX-LINCOLN SCHOOL PRESS CLUB NEWS
Camden Girls Set All-Time Record With

77 Straight In Beating Rockland

Sub-Primary—Mrs.

Haskell

Cheryl Bodnia n. Marilyn Col
pritt, Maria Fowles, Bruce Harri
man, Nancy Barnard, Sue Dew.
Deborah Kaler, and James Sukeforth celebrated their sixth birth
days this month.
Many of the girls have brought
their new' dolls to school since
Christmas.
We are working in our first work
book now. It is called “Before We
Read."
Gerald Gardner has moved away
and Bonr.ie Shrout has gone back
to South School. Jimmy Peterson
and Herbert Conway, from the
Community Building, have joined
our class.
We especially enjoyed our last
two lessons with Miss Riley, one
on Anger painting, the other with
modeling clay.
Grade One—Mrs. Kelley

•

We have a magic Jack in the
Beanstalk in our room. It is growing very fast.
Bruce Murgita
brought it for us to watch.
Sharon Rojala and Sara Morse
celebrated their birthdays this
month.
Sara had a big surprise . Her
mother and daddy arrived in the
afternoon with a birthday cake
and skippy cups for us ail.
We all had fun fingerpainting
for Miss Riley the other day.
Lance Gray came to school with
an apron made for him the night
before. It was decorated with
Pinocchio and Lance’s own name!
It was so fine he wanted to show
it to all the other pupils.
Phyllis Graham brought two
books for us to read and Rhama
Schofield another.
Ruth-Ann
Johnston.
Chester
Conary, Sara Morse, and Steven
Graf have brought records for us
to listen to.

photo by Moore

The ladies of Camden High who Tuesday evening set an all-time record for consecutive wins in
Maine. In the front row, left to right, they are: Edna Coathrup, Maxine Drinkwater, Barbara Crabtree.
Mary Bennett. Betty Galantl. Betsy-Jo Ruiter, Linda Marshall. Second row: Evelyn Dean, Mary Ames.
Nancy Burk. Debby Shea, Sandra Ruiter, Ruth Rayne s, Evelyn Mayhew, Elaine Hoffses. Third row, Joyce
Harvey, Carolyn Lacombe, Francis Calderwood, Miss Ruth French, the coach; Joan Arau, Judy Young, Luelie
Crockett, Alice Whitehouse.

The Camden lassies established
a state record for consecutive wins
Tuesday night when they whipped
the Rockland girls 56-39 to make it
77 straight.
Previous champions in the win
streak field were the ladies of the
high school at New Gloucester who
stumbled in their 77th game but
set a record at 76 games which has
stood for many, many years.
There were times when it ap
peared that their win record might
end in a tie with New Gloucester's i
as the Tiger Ladies battled it down
through the game. With but four
minutes to go in the last quar
ter, Camden was leading by a
slim seven points and Rockland
was In there pitching for points.
Showing themselves to be true
champions, the Camdencttes put
on a surge that really paid off.

When the bat whistle tooted, they
counted up the results of a flurry
of shooting and found that they
had increased the lead by another
10 points.
Camden's
amazing
Barbara
Crabtree racked up 23 points to
cinch her team's lead. Midge
Grispi ted Rockland's assault on
the net to fall short of Barbara
by seven points in the final tally.
Camden (56>: Bennett, lf. 8 (1);
Ritter. If ; Crabtree, rf, 10 (3);
Galanti, c, 7 (1); Coathup, lf;
Young, lg; Marshall, rg; Drinkwater, eg.
Rockland
(39); Billings,
If.
4 (1); Nichols, if; Grispi, rf, 8;;
Crie, c, 6 (2); Naum, lg; Porter,
rg; Hutchinson, cf.
Referees: Flanagan. Foss.
Camden,
18 28 37 56
Rockland.
12 19 30 39

Kippy Kamival Kommittees Shaping Up Plans

TYLER SCHOOL EVENTS

Waldoboro Jumps

Into Win Column
At Union Expense
Led by Wayne Webber, who
dunked in 23 points, the victorystarved Waldoboro five paraded to
a 56-46 win over Union at Waldo
boro Tuesday night.
In the preliminary game, the
Union lassies gained a split for
their school by winning over Wal
doboro 36-23.
Waldoboro (56) Wallace Lf, 4
(I); Sukeforth Lf; Heald Lf, 1;
Jones Rf; Johnston Rf, 4 (1); Lev
ensaler C, 2 (1); Moody C, 2; Cock
Lg. 2; Hilton Lg; Webber Rg, 8 (7);
Banks Rg, (1);
Union (46) Austin Lf, 6 (2); Cal-

REDUCED
PRICES

1

Grade One—Miss Webster

Cynthia Steele and Joy Williams
are celebrating their birthdays this
mouth.
Linda Lee Young has moved to
Camden.
Everyone enjoyed the "surprise
treats" brought by John Staples.
Donald Barbour, Stanley Grover,
Donna Haskell, Gerald Newhall,
and Janice Widdecomb
Grade Two—Mrs. Rogers

Christmas toys, records, and
books have been brought to sohool
and shared with the class. Those
bringing them were Charles Nash.
Scott Bickford, Mary Beal, Roger
Dow, Earbara Knowlton, Waiter
Conary, Ashley Hubbard, Yolanda
Torok. Rosemary Black. Avis Hill.
Robert Genevicz, Catherine Eagan,

derwood Lf, 2 (4); Barker Rf, 2;
Creamer C, 3 (4); Jacobs Lg, 1;
Atherne Rg, 3 (2).
Wayne Webber with eight field
goals and seven successful foul
shots ted the Waldoboro quintet, in
addition to playing a terrific game
off the board Bobby Austin and
Mac Creamer were high point men
for Union with 14 and 10 points
respectively.

MEN’S SUITS ■ TOPCOATS

and Richard Mansfield.
Elinor Nye’s combination Buzz
and Light" board has afforded en
tertainment and also valuable
practice in the arithmetic com
binations and color names She
has given each child in the class
an opportunity to try for either
a buzz or a light.
Recent room helpers have been
Stanley Levco, Roger Dow. Mary
Beal, Ronald Winchenbach, Paul
Munro, Robert Nash. Jane Lord.
Yolanda Torok. Robert Vanorse.
and Rebecca Kwopisezewska.
The mos* 190 per 'cent arithmetic
papers displayed on the bulletin
board for the past four weeks be
longed to Roger Dow. Roberi
Nash and Walter Conary tied for
second honors while Richard
Mansfield held third place,
Grade Three—Mrs. HiU

A committee of boys visited the
railroad station, where the agent
snowed them ail around the staLon and yard. They thought the
switch engine was the most inter
esting part of the trip.
The children have brought
things to make our sand table look
like a bit of Maine coast. They
brought miniature lobster traps,
figurines of fishermen and lobstermen, boats and shells.
Charlene Munsey brought an in
teresting collection of small tropi
cal shells.
Grade Three—Mrs. Boardman

Mrs. Groder and Elaine visited
with us Friday afternoon,
Robert French, Richard Orcutt,
Andrew Withee, and Paul Iott
brought records for our record pro
gram.
Richard Orcutt brought his pro
jector and many interesting films.
We invited Mrs. Hill's grade to
enjoy some of them with us.
Wayne Raymond and Roger Row
ling also brought films which
Richard showed for us.
After Christmas vacation, the I
children brought a list of their i
Christmas presents and spent a i
happy time hearing about the gifts!
everyone received. Several chil-1
then brought new toys.
John
Cross brought his fish pond game.
Jaynee Cummings her music box.
Robert French a car. complete with
flpare tire, engine, oil tester, jack,
Battery, tools and gas tank.
Andry Withee brought gun,
bolster set, and his jeep, Share:'.
Colpritt. brought her toy piano,
Roge; Rowling. Douglas Knowlton
and Richard Barnard, his toy pisand Wayne Raymond toy rifles
tol, Wayne Raymond displayed his
chemistry set and puzzle package,
Leslie Fish and Paul Iott brought
puzzles, Barbara Goodrich, Susan
Morse, Patricia Porter, Joyce Gro
der, Barbara Bellmore. Lucille
O'Dell, and Jaynee Cummings
brought dolls.
William Barker brought his en
cyclopedia and books on how to
draw, Dennis Simmons brought his
oiokctball and net complete with
bell and a Mickey Mouse car.
Douglas Knowlton brought his

Photo by Jura
Chairman of Kippy Karnival kommittees at Rockland High are pictured above. Seated in front are:
Terry Eronomv, Carol Stratton and Roger Grindle. In bark are: Jack Coakley, Sally Achorn, Edward Baxter,
Dorothy Greene, Stanley Sobeleski and Janice Hutchinson.

Kippy Karnival plans are ln the
making at Rockland High with
Roger Grindle serving as general
chairman of the annual event.
At the moment, it looks as if the
Karnival will take place ln the
school on Friday, Feb. 12, with
the ball to be at the Community
Building the following evening. A
social and dance is now planned
for the students on the evening of
Wednesday, Feb. 10.
Balloting for kween fcandidates
is expected to get underway the
first week in February, to be fol
lowed the next week with the se
lection of the Kween of Kippy
Karn-val. As in past years, her
identity will not be revealed until

a moment before the coronation
at the Saturday evening ball.
The students have taken Broad
way as the theme of this year's
karnival which will be staged by
chairmen who served as assistants
during last year’s successful event.
Assistants this year will be train
ing for the top jobs ln 1955.
Rommittee leaders and assist
ants this year include:
Gen. chairman, Roger Grindle;
assistant chairman. Dennis Curry
Firance
chairman,
Dorothy
Greene; assistant, Joan DoCastro
Entertainment chairman, Benny
Perry; assistant, Mary St. Peter.
Decorating chairman. Edward
Baxter, assistant. Jan Adtemann.

Kippy Karnival Ball chairman,
Caro! Stratton; assistant ohaixman, Ronald Pgase.
Publicity
chairman,
Janice
Hutchinson;
assistant,
Nancy
Packard.
Booth chairman, St»n Soboteski;
assistant chairman. Adelbert El
liot t.
Preliminary dance chairman,
Dianne Spurting; Asst, Dan Flana
gan.
Clean-up chairman, Jack Coakley;
assistant, Bruce Saunders.
Printing chairman, Sally Achorn,
assistants. Dolores Reams ar.d
Preston Perkins.
Kween chairman, Terry Econ
omy; assistant, Edward Hanson.

Captain Dan Flanagan led the
Tiger attack with 15 points while
Dave Deshon, Ricky Smith, and
TIGERS TOOK 60-38 WIN FROM
Pete Alex each had 12. How Ham1 alainen and John Dinsmore topped
CAMDEN CREW TUESDAY NIGHT
i the Mustang scoring with eight
The Rockland High Tigers won losing streak at the expense of the I apiece.
_ ,,
_
. ..
an easy 60-38 victory over rival Camden J. V.'s 45-19.
Rockland <60» Smith Lf. 4 (4):
Rockland wasted no time in icing Keniuston Lf.
Rf 6: H(X>p.
Camden High at the spacious Cam
ball game as Ricky Smith sunk pr r ,
s ,,,. pjn..
den High
gymnasium Tuesday the
a foul and a basket by Dan Flana-j J Lg< . ,’5)
lg; G;,diner
night. In the preliminary the Rock
gan. plus two by Dave Deshon,
land J. V.’s snapped a four game mingled with a foul conversion by Rg, (2); Wotten Rg. 1.
Camden (38) Christie Lf, (4);
Ralph Hooper, ran the score to 8-0
teddy bear that played a tune. Er before Camden scored their first Dean Lf; Dinsmore Rf. 2 (4);
Wheaton Rf. 2 (2); Hamalainen C.
vin Robinson brought a covered point.
3 (2); Arau C, (5); Davis Lg. 1;
wagon. Leslie Fish brought his
The Tigers increased their lead to Knight Rg, 2; Leonard Rg, (1).
ray gun, which was very interest
19-7 at the quarter break and 36-17
Referees: Charboneau, Foss.
ing. Roger Rowling showed an
at the hall.
Rockland
19 36 51 80
army ship and airplane carrying
In the second half, Basil Arau Camden
7 17 23 38
boin’’s. the plane could drop a
bomb and blow the ship all apart. made a foul shot, af'er three and
Read The Courier-Gazette
James Dow brought.a play televi one-half minutes of play had gone
by,
for
Camden's
first
point
of
the
sion set, complete with pictures.
Seve al children brought books to last half. Rockland, in the mean
CALSO
time. had run up 11 points and at
be lead.
Our youngest pupil. Robert that juncture led 47-18.
RANGE-FUEL
The lust period found Camden
French, has a birthday this month.
MARITIME OIL CO.
He begun school in Massachusetts. outscoring Rockland 15-9. but it was
TEL. 1371
Sharon Colpritt also has a birth a futile effort as the Tigers won by
M-tf
a 22 point margin, 60-38.
day this month.

FAST MOVING, SHARP SHOOTING

and JACKETS at

BIG SAVINGS

JACKIE

TOPCOATS AND OVERCOATS

$22.95 - $29.95 - $39.95 - $59.95

HUPPER

MEN'S SUITS

$19.95 - $29.95 - $39.95

BENEFIT

MEN'S HEAVY OUTER JACKETS

$11.95 - $16.95 - $19.95
BOYS' JACKETS

$9.95 - $12.95
LADIES' SKI JACKETS

LADIES' SKI PANTS

$5.95 - $7.95

$9.95

Gigantic Dance and Entertainment
•

STORE HOURS
BUILDING-ROCKLAND

Monday - Tuesday - Thursday 8 A. M. to 5 P. M.
Wednesday 8 A. M. to 12.30 P. M.

Saturday 8 A. M. to 9 P. M.
Your Donation ond Purchase of Tickets Will Give This Boy the Use of His Hands ond

fU'

Enable Hint Ta Walk Again

Sponsored by Fnckland. houth ThoouMon. Bocbport, Thomaston sod Warren Lises Chiba
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The Sports Corner

ROCKLAND JUNIOR HIGH NOTES
Mr Huber of the WRKD Broadeastlng «UUor, was a apecla:
truest at a recent Junior Rurh as
sembly program.. Jackie Kaler of
Grade VH3 introduced Mr. Huber.
Mr. Huber gave a very informa
tive and statistical report on- the
story of polio. Later in the pro
gram he showed the film "Bom
In Washington.” This is a dra
matic film telling the story of the
March ot Dimes and the history of
polio, brought up-to-date with the
Introduction of the recently dis
covered polio vaccine which will
be field-tested extensively, in 1954
in the hope of at last discovering
a positive polio preventative
All bat three of the boys in
IP are plating intra-mural
basketball
al
the
Community

Room

Building.
Batty Widdecombe. Tom Briant,
and Mary Kirk have a perfect at
tendance record in Room 10 so far
this year.
A game to develop skill in know 
ing word meanings and definitions

was enjoyed in Grade ». Room 9.
Edward Miller won thr game

At a recent meeting of the
junior High Student Council, it
was voted to donate $5 00 to the
polio fund.
Frances Larrabee has been doing
good work in spelling. Her
re
cent accomplishment was to win
the spelling bee. rovering five
weeks of work on new words
studied.

Adele Grossman. Grade VIII, for
the pleasure of her classmates and
teacher, related a descriptive story
of her recent trip to Miami Beach.
She brought to class some very
interesting pictures of scenes and
views in Florida Adele made the

ADMIRAL
OAPEHART

Tuwdoy-ThundwpSatortfoy
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EMERSON
MOTOROLA

BITLER CAR &
HOME SUPPLY

509 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
“We Service Whet We Sell”

Camden Yacht A Navigator’s Dream Craft

By Jerry Audet

trip by plane

Hottest action in the Knox-Lin
Junior High School assembled In coln League will take place at
the gymnasium during the after Camden Friday as the Mustange.
noon recess period on Friday amt currently holding down third place
gave nomagr to Mrs. Helen Young. in thf

sWnd;r.g. »1!1 piay

an eighth grade teacher. Because hos( (o T;1<)masWn. Camden will be
thi* gesture was in observance of gQing #n Qut f(Jr g bjg upge, in
Mrs. Young's birthday she was (ha
#
Ue

given a ver, pretty pair of earrings and later listened to a grand th<
chorus of 150 voices singing the

the6e tw0 dub, ^nging in
caSf Q[ g Camden

j.,.
SOt

I

Rounding out the Knox-Lincoln
Mer leen Howard and Rowland League schedule Waldoboro will be
Wasgatt of Room 12 have returned
Boothbay Harbor with Wiscasset
, to school after an absence due to traveling to Lincoln Academy,
birthday song.

Tlie regular meeting of the clnb
"The Flying Eagle*" was held in
Mr. Audet’* room with entertain
ment in the form of a quiz. The
winners were Carolyn Bird, Sally
Fowler. Gail Ladd. Eddie Crane,
and Todd McIntosh.

.1

>

"as®*

I

PkS’

Bulwer Battles

First place is at stake in the only
Bulwer League clash slated for to
morrow night
| Union an<f Rockport tangle at
Union in what can be called a
i “must" battle for Union. A win by
Lady Knox Chapter of the Rockport will just about clinch the
D.AJt will be entertained at their pennant for the Beavers.
Appleton is at home to Liberty
February meeting by several pupils
of the Jumor High School. A play tomorrow night and will be trying
as well as some musical numbers to repeat their victory performed
in early season play at Liberty.
will be the featured program.
Members of the geography class
in Room 8 are finishing a unit on
the Near East. The study is be
ing carried out by groups, and the
chairmen of the different groups
are: Sandra Neuman. James Falzarono. F lorence Withee, and Bar
bara Day.
Some excellent relief

Photo by Cullen
The house boat Sooner, launched by Camden Shipbuilding Company of Camden Tuesday morning for
Julian Davis of Oklahoma City, lies at the builder’s outfitting docks. The craft is designed for extensive
offshore cruising and is fitted with every known navigational device for small craft. Her home port will be
Fort Lauderdale, Fla. It is expected to take several weeks to complete the 63 foot luxury yacht, which even
has a fireplace in the main cabin. The Sooner was a year in the building sheds with her completion held up
to some extent by a fire in the joiner shops of the yard last summer which destroyed much of the interior
fittings of the craft, either were in process, or already completed.

Tigers and Eagles Clash
Tomorrow night the Rockland
Tigers Journey to Ellsworth for a
game with Maine's number one THE FACTUAL STORY OF THE NO
bail club, the high flying Ellsworth MAN'S LAND OF 1954 VIEWING
i Eagles.
Paced by that terrific trio of Edes. IMPARTIALLY ARAB AND ISRAELI
Scott and Willey, Ellsworth has
By Moses Bailey, PhD.
maps and products maps are being racited up a string ot 34 victories
handed in.
. over Maine competition and are
In Two Parts
Harry French has ihe best at- ! we;i on their wa.. towards repeating
Part
I
Man's Land in the City of Jerutendance record ol anyone in' their State championship of last
[The
writer
of
this
sobering
letsalem
The ugly strip that divides
year. Far from the reach of these |
of school or been tardy once since Eagles 1S Waterville High's 77 game
to the editor is at present in the two countries so illogically
l.
school star’ed in September.
right through the city.
streak. Waterville’s string started the center of "the most dangerous
Grade VIII pupils have been
in 1943 and ended in 1946
Stretching northwest from the Despot
in
the
world,
politically"
ac

busy making some geometric de
Rockland fresh from their 60-38 cording to many profound thinkers, mascus Gate is an irregular line of
signs.
They were aided in their
victory over rival Camden Tuesday j
and the sobering information he smashed houses, barbed wire, and
study of such designs by nature
night at Camden will be out com- i presents is wholly sound and un- all the ruin of war. Nablus Road,
itself.
It was discussed during
peting in a game in which they1
colered by prejudice or pessimism just within the Arab side bordering
class and while the recent snow
have nothing t olose and every
Prof. Bailey is a Quaker and a stu this destruction, is a busy street
flakes were falling that these
thing to gain.
dent of world conditions, abroad with bus lines and taxis, with
same snowflakes consist of beau
In Spudland Next Week
in the interests of the Friends Ser schools, churches and hotels. The
tifully formed crystals having the
This is the second of five consec vice Committee. His writings are “other side." Israel, clearly visible
shapes of regular geometric figures
and thu* showing how geometry utive games away for the Tigers. fearless and factual, yet written so beyond the impenetrable nibble. Is
occurs in nature.
Sam Glover, Next week they face Brewer on honestly and with such a sense of a similarly active city. But there is
Margo Guay. Janice Black, Jackie Tuesday night and are in Aroos human interest and flashes of hu no crossing from one side to the
Kaler.
Anne Peterson. Frances took for games with Port Fairfield mor that reading is a pleasure in other. People go about their busi
Larrabee,
Violet
Widdecombe, and Caribou on Friday and Satur stead of a chore. He is a brother ness here on Nablus Road in rou
Peter Karl, and Carolyn Flanagan day.
of Philip R. Bailey, Claremont tine fashion. But this is a com
made some excellent designs.
Vinalhaven At Warren
street, Rockland, through whose pletely schizophrenic city. Separ
The Weavers' Good Citizenship
The Vinalhaven Wildcats make courtesy this study of conditions in ate water and light, different cur
Club will meet Friday afternoon another trip to the mainland to “New Jerusalem" and “The Holy rency. and widely unlike mentality
have made one city into two. We
during the last period. The pro- j compete with the Warren Tigers in City" is presented. Ed.I
should say it is impossible, except
* * * *
P,
gram !s being arranged by Carolyn ■ a game which the locals will be
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:— that it is actually so. None can forFlanagan and Janice Black
! definite under dogs.
If we could begin this letter with; get to hate those on the other side,
Some of the people who profess
If all the New Year's resolutions a picture, it would be one which the for they are right there in sight. I
no religion at all worry a lot about were laid end to end they wouldn't military authorities would no doubt recently talked with a man whose
the brand others have adopted.
I reach to the first of February.
forbid our taking: a picture of No J house faces No Man’s Land. "If I

lived here," I remarked. "I should
prefer to use the back of the house,
for the sight in front is so ugly."
"But I look from the front," he
said, “and invite every one else to
look, and to think how we must de
stroy everything on the other side."
Just inside the wall, in the north
west corner of the Old City ar.J
therefore within a few feet of the
New Jerusalem, the owner of a
wood-working shop is remodeling
and enlarging his buildlhg at some
expense. I asked him if he would
not have preferred property a little
farther from the international line.
“We must have courage," he said,
“and build strong for the future."
The line between the Old City
(Arab) and the New Jerusalem
(Israeli) Is maybe a symbol of our
“civilization": It is certainly clev
er to have two cities on top of the
same hill, the one never speakir.g
to the other—it Is clever, but it is
mad. And with Ironic madness, this
side is always called the Holy City
lAlQuds), and the other side the
New Jerusalem. So closely do the
vocabularies of faith and profanity
merge.
Over-population, high birth-rate,
and impoverished labor discourage
the hope of permanent peace. Is
rael's population is of course ex
cessive; Jordan has four hundred
and seventy thousand refugees in
addition to an indigenous million;

dtles on both sides have grown far equacy of it* teacher. Massa
beyond the capacity of the sur Khalidi, whom some of you remem-*
rounding country to supply neces I ber from Gaza days, is responsible
sities. In auch conditions it is of for the work during the temporary
course popular to blame some other absence of the Paul Johnsons. He
group for the continuing limitation seems already to know by name a
of the economy; “the Zionists,” “the large proportion of the peasants;
British," “the Americars.” “the pol and real friendliness is developing.
iticians,” are usually named. In cas Effective work of this sort begins
ual conversation, a stranger fre with a foundation of mutual con
quently asks whether we are Amer fidence, which takes time to acquire
ican or British; when he learns, he The physical evidence of progress
courteously (?)
announces that is two small buildings, made of mud
Americans are all right, but the bricks, centrally located, where the
British are villains! Perhaps it is Quaker team lives and works. They
fortunate that there is hot much are clean, attractive, and econom
unity in naming the scapegoat. Yet ical. Know, however, that your rep
the fundamental mischief of over resentatives out here cannot be
population cannot be cured with criticized even by their Impover
out either continual violence and ished nelghboft for having an Am
poverty, or a greater degree of wis erican standard of living. We hope
dom than any nation, east or west, some ot you have discovered an
imaginative and hardy agriculturist
has ever yet shown.
Earlier this month we spent some who would like to contribute his
days in Amman, the nations cap services to this project. Looking
ital. A number of conferences had ahead, we anticipate that four or
been arranged, especially with per five years of steady (and discour
sons in educational and social wel aging) work here will greatly In
fare work. It is not easy to report crease the total welfare of the five
such conferences, for they were in- thousand persons who will be di
teded primarily for friendly ac rectly reached. Furthermore, from a
quaintance. Dr. Khalidi, the Minis comparatively limited undertaking
ter of Foreign Affairs, has been of this sort there is sure to radiate
helpful and sympathetic to AFSC a more widely significant influence
work; he impressed me as business We think that you would be pleased
like, competent and kindly. An un with this new venture of the Ser
der-secretary In his office with vice Committee in Jordan.
To Be Continued
whom I talked, after the prelimin
ary courtesies dissolved in coffee,
inquired whether the article on SEARSMONT
Quakers on the French Encyclope
Mrs. Roy Lajorie of Vassalbcro
dia, La Rousse, were sufficiently ac visited, Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Knight
curate for his understanding. He and sons recently.
had read the article carefully, and
Bertram MacKenzie of Friendhe commented upon it, though I j ship was a visitor of his brother
rather think that he had not known and wife Mr. and Mrs. Charles Macthat I was coming to his office that I Kenzie last week.
morning. Few friends would be I Harold Cobb and Mrs. and Mrs.
greatly pleased with that encyclo ; Bliss Marriam of Portsmouth, N. H,
pedia article. Somewhere the young were business callers in town Jan.
secretary had become really curious 14.
about Quakers, but French is his
Mrs Mary Bryant of Everett,
only western language.
Mass., is visiting Mrs. Ada Howard
One of our most interesting ob and son Dudley.
jectives east of Jordan was the vis
Pvt. Russell Knight who has been
iting of the new AFSC work in the stationed at Camp Lee, Va., Is now
villages remotely perched in Jebel ■ visiting his parents Mr. and Mrs.
Adjlun. Five village, located in the Russell Knight and his brother
mountains south and a little west Danny. On January 23, he will
of ancient Jerash (Gerasa of the leave for Parks Air Base, Calif,
New Testament) are isolated from to be transfered to Alaska.
the outside world. The land appears
Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Cross have
fertile, there is sufficient water, moved from their home on Moody
though it is mostly wasted; but the Mt. to their home In the village.
methods of farming and the social On February 8, the Boy Scouts will
structure of the communities keep hold a live demonstration on Scout
the people in degrading poverty. ing at the Town Hall. The public
Malaria is prevalent. Most are ill ' is invited.
iterate. One little school is run by
an independent missionary group,
Do all the good you can as you
but wt were impressed by the fu , go along—life is a one-way street,
tility of the school and the inad and you're not coining back.

THE FACTORY STORE
THOMASTON, MAINE
HERE’S THE SALE YOU’VE BEEN WAITING FOR
IN SPITE OF OUR LOW FACTORY PRICES, WE ARE OFFERING, DURING JANUARY

20eX DISCOUNT ON ALL MERCHANDISE
YOU CAN SAVE UP TO 60% OF THE VALUE OF ALL PURCHASES
/

JUST MAKE YOUR SELECTIONS AND DEDUCT 20% FROM THE ORIGINAL PRICE TAGS
LADIES’ COATS AND SHORTIES

SKI SUITS, SLACKS, JACKETS

GIRLS' COATS, LEGGING SETS, 3-6x

CASHMERES, FLEECES, VIRGIN WOOLS, TWEEDS, ALPACAS

SKI PANTS

STORM COATS

DRESS AND WORK TROUSERS
MEN'S SURCOATS, LEATHER JACKETS
COTTON FLANNEL & WOOL SHIRTS

PARKAS, STORM COATS

AND HUNTING CLOTHES

BOYS' JACKETS, STORM COATS

CHILDREN'S SNO-SUITS

BOYS' FLANNEL SHIRTS

TROUSERS, DUNGAREES

GIRL'S WOOL SLACKS, ages 7-14

BLANKETS

SAVE AT FACTORY PRICES
STORE HOURS: Monday-Thursday, 9 A. M. to 5 P. M. — Friday-Saturday, 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.
■ >♦♦♦»«$
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